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P R E F A C E 
Ordnance Survey digital data captured from 1:50 000 or smaller scale source 
maps will differ from the coded features of the large scale data in that it 
will be node structured and should thus support research of a methodological 
and applied nature. This meeting was organised to publicise the characteristics 
of the data available for experimental purposes. to give some indication of the 
types of systems within which such data may become used and to report on 
recently completed and on-going R & D based on these experimental databases. 
The aims were to promote multidisciplinary research and to encourage and 
assist researchers. who are not already involved. to make a contribution to 
R & D in this area. 
The programme included two papers by staff of the OS. Mike· Mayes outlined 
past , present and future OS small - scales digital development. Peter Haywood 
described the rationale underlying the specification of Lhe OS 1:50 ooo 
experimental database; the specification is included in this volume. The 
capture of OS digital data was oriented towards. and was subsidised by. map 
production in the past. This is not the case with the 1:50 000 database. OS 
has no requirement to produce maps from the 1:50 000 database. Consequently. 
the data has to pay for itself. The specification therefore only includes a 
requirement for major features and much of the minor detail has been omitted 
initially. The aim. at this experimental stage. was to produce a data model 
which will allow computer analysis of the data. The proposed model is 
described in Haywood's paper. The data structure will be explicit in every 
possible way for objects which the OS traditionally supply , e.g. the hierarchy 
of administrative areas. However, the OS will only go part way up the model 
for some other objects and the user will have to complete this. 
Small scale databases will continue to be available for purposes of research 
and ~xperimentation. Peter Haywood invited researchers to provide feedback 
without which the 1:50 000 database project may become jeopardised. The OS 
should not be viewed as a map production organisation but as a producer of an 
information base. 
Two papers were on uses of small-scale digital topographic data. 
Helen Mounsey described her experience in using the 1:625 000 experimental 
database for producing basemaps on videodisc within an on- going project. 
namely t~e BBC's Domesday Project. Steve Druitt showed the manner in which 
small-scale data. from sources other than the OS. are used together wjth a 
highway database in highway applications undertaken on behalf of the Scottish 
Development Department. He found microcomputers to be adequate for providing 
medium resolution graphic front - ends to database systems. This provided some 
indication of the ways in which OS small- scale data may become used wjth the 
user's own data in personal research . 
There were four shorter technical papers covering coding and classfication by 
Peter Dale. data structures by Phillip Wade, automatic name placement by Tony 
Cook and various projects at the Polytechnic of Wales by Chris Jones. Other 
on- going research was listed in the paper by Mike Mayes. The OS invite 
other researchers to become involved in their R & D efforts (see Summary of 
Discussions) . 
M. Visvalingam 
January 1986 
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In traduction 
by David Rhind , Birkbeck College. 
It is now eighteen years since the first computerised topographic maps 
of Britain were made and published. These early experin~nts by the NERC 
Experimental Cartography Uni t culminated in 1970 in a joint project with 
OS in which 1/1250 and 1/2500 scale maps covering a 10 km area around 
Bide ford were digitised and smaller scale derived products obtained. Since 
that time , OS have concentrated almost entirely on the conversion of their 
large scale maps into computer form. Some 25,000 maps are now available in 
this form . In contrast, only four ' small scale ' maps are known to have 
been digitised - the coastline of GB, 1/50000 scale mapping in the Dunfermline 
area for the Rural Land Use Information System project sheet 76 (Girvan) of 
the standard 1/50000 scale maps and the l/625000 Route 1Planning Map. 
Since at least 1978/79, when the Royal Society and other organisations pressed 
the OS Review Committee (OSRC) to recommend that OS should digi tise smal ler 
scale maps, there has been considerable external encouragement to OS to 
diversify their activiti.es. Both the OSRC (or Serpell) Report and that by the 
House of Lords Select Committee on Science and Technology accepted the case 
for providing such ' small scale' data ~d urged government and OS to take 
action. Mr.~ayes'paper covers much of the subsequent events , especially the 
OS attempts to define the market for these data. 
One helpful action by OS is to release selections of their small scale 
data to individuals and research groups for test purposes, on condition 
that comments are returned to the Survey. That few comments have been 
received thus far is singularly 1mfortunate but may reflect the fact that 
coverage of an area other than that where one is working somewhat restricts 
the ability to use the data extensively . My suspicion, ~or instance, is that 
many individuals will need regional or near-national coverage at the l/625000 
scales before this is helpful. 
One important development is the subsUlntial amount of digitising of contours 
and water features on the OS l/50000 scale maps of Britain now being carried 
out for the Directorate of Military Survey. From these, contractors are 
deriving altitude grids or Digital Elevation Models . Files of about 30 
of the 204 map sheets covering Britain have now been produced and up to 
70 mar~ may be ready by the end of 1986. Ordnance Survey have, apparently, 
agreed to act as marketing agents for these data. 
It is abundantly clear that the digitising of small scale maps produces 
large data sets: the 1/50000 scale Girvan sheet (which is partly sea) occupies 
about 35 megabytes and this implies that, even after data compression, the 
total storage required will be of the order of 3 to 5 gigabytes. (i.e. 109 
bytes) . In these circumstances, single feature national data sets may be~ome 
particularly important and the contours which amount to about half the total 
line length - may be less useful than the regular grid of ground altitudes. 
Whatever the final de~ails, the demand for such data amongst scientific users 
seems high though their capacity to pay high prices is limited. It is to 
be hoped that OS and the app r.opriate scientific and university agencies can 
come to an early arrangement over the availability of small scale OS data for 
research and teaching purposes . 
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I NSTITUTE OF BRITISH GEOGRAPHERS CONFERENCE 
READING 6-9 JANUARY 1986 
Research based on Ordnance Survey Small-Scale Digital Data 
(Held under the auspices of the Quantitative Methods Study Group of the IBG, and 
sponsored by t he Ordnance Survey) 
OS Small Scales Digital Development- past, present and fu t ure 
by 
M H Mayes 
Ordnance Survey 
This papeF outlines the responsibilities of OS with respect to small - scale 
products, presents a brief look at the results of Market Research St udies and 
explains the prob l ems involved in making digital data available at these scales . 
Past and present activit i es are described and possible future developments are 
discussed . 
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1 . INTRODUCTION 
The Ordnance Survey (OS) began experiments into the use of computer assisted 
cartography in 1968 and since that time has been at the forefront of 
developments in digital mapping. Most of the emphasis has been placed on the 
large scales at 1:1250 and 1 : 2500, and the digital map production system 
introduced in 1972 has developed into the current large scales databank . 
In the context of this paper it is assumed that small scales refers to data 
derived from the Ordnance Survey 1 : 50 000, 1:250 000 and 1:625 000 map series. 
1:10 000 and 1:25 000 are considered as derived scales from the large scales. 
At this stage in the development of digital cartography it is not possible to 
generate mapping at scales of 1:50 000 and smaller from basic scales digital map 
data, This is seen as one of the long term objectives of a digital database but 
there are very significant problems of generalisation, data quantities, plotting 
times of numerous components, and large scales map currency to be overcome 
before this is feasible. Consequently for the foreseeable future it is assumed 
that digital data at small scales will be captured and stored independently of 
the large scales . 
Developments at the small scales has been less rapid than that at the large 
scales . This has been due to limited resources, and the lack of a clear demand 
for a product which would require a large investment with little chance of 
recovery in the time-scales that are required for OS small scales activities . 
Consequently work over the last few years has concentrated on the development of 
an experimental database and two studies into user needs to assess the demand 
for small scales digital data . 
2. SMALL-SCALES DIGITAL DEVELOPMENT 1971-1985 
1971-79 
The first steps in digitising small scales data began in 1971 when the outline 
of the 1:625 000 Routeplanner was digitised. However plans to digitise all 
Routeplanner information was abandoned in favour of intensive large scale 
development work. Experiments were not resumed again until 1977 when 
collaboration began with the Water Data Unit and the Scottish Rural Land 
Information System Project (RLUIS) . (See Appendix A for an historical summary). 
Attempts were also made to use digital methods in map production for converting 
the 1:50 000 from First to Second Series. All these projects were eventually 
abandoned because of limited resources and technology. 
1979 - OS Review Committee Report 
OS policy for small scales digital development was set out clearly for the first 
time, with a strategy for the future, in the OS Review Committee Report of 1979 
(Ref 1). This report recommended that: 
- The OS should continue to develop and introduce digital methods for 
internal map production where financial sav~ngs could be predicted. 
-The OS should undertake a study of user needs, digitising procedures, 
data structures and software needs . 
The results could be used to make a decision on the creation of a 
1:50 000 database, and this would be implemented as a second phase if 
appropriate . 
/ 
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The OS should actively collaborate with other organisations involved 1n 
similar activities and should provide digital advisory and liaison 
services. 
- If a 1:50 000 database 1s to be created it should be created by the end 
of 1984 . 
- The long term objective should be a scale free database. 
- The OS should not attempt to build a national environmental database . It 
should however be developed in a structure which facilitates and 
encourages the exchange and combination of its data with data from other 
databases . 
These recommendations have been the main influence up to the present time but 
other priorities and shortages of staff have diverted work away from small 
scales digital development . In effect, the basic strategy has been adopted, but 
in a longer time frame . 
1980-82 - 1:50 000 Experimental Map Production 
Development during the period 1980-85 centred on two main activities. The first 
was the development of map production techniques for 1:50 000 mapping based on 
Sheet 76. (See Appendix A). Digitising followed the format for large scales 
data and no attempt was made to structure features. A full colour proof which 
closely resembled a second series sheet was produced in 1982, but this 
experiment concluded that only some features such as Rights of Way, black 
outline and water detail could be produced more cheaply by digital methods. 
1980-85 -The 1:625 000 Database 
The development of the 1:625 000 database based on the Route Planning Map began 
in 1980 and has continued up to the present time. This was considered the best 
approach for gaining experience in database design and implementation and to 
illustrate the flexibility of such a system. Three data sets were digitised -
coast, water features and administrative boundaries to district level; roads, 
towns and built up areas; and contours. The data was converted to a simple 
links and node structure to make data capture, maintenance and data transfer 
simple, relatively cheap and efficient. Details on the data structure have been 
documented by Haywood (Ref 2) . Map production software has been developed to 
create a variable, high quality cartographic output from the topographic 
database. This is done by interactively setting up a cartographic 
specification, followed by software processing of the data to produce an output 
which can be directed to various types of plotter. The ability of the system to 
produce map output to varying specifications and scales has already been tested 
in the production of the 1986 Routeplanner positives, and strip maps for a 
navigation system. Query language software has also been written to provide a 
demonstrator for the database. This package shows the potential of the database 
for vehicle routing and displaying user defined . areas and linear features . A 
Gazetteer is also available as a product from the database. Currently the 
software is being documented and routine revision of the database is in hand 
prior to marketing in 1986 . It is proposed that the datasets will be available 
at £2500 for water and admin boundaries, and £5000 for roads, towns and built- up 
areas . These charges will cover use within the purchaser ' s organisation but not 
publishing . Mor~ work is in hand on the contour data set before a decision can 
be taken on whether to market it . 
I 
I 
I 
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Other actLv1t1es involving the digitising of OS 1:50 000 maps have included OS 
digitising the river network for a pilot area covering Yorkshire for the Water 
Data Unit DOE (now transferred to the Institute of Hydrology). Also a number of 
organisations were given permission to digitise various features from the 
existing maps, eg DOT have digitised the main roads, and the Forestry Commission 
have digitised the woodland. 
1983 - House of Lords Select Committee Repor~ 
In 1983, the House of Lords Select Committee on Remote Sensing and Digital 
Mapping produced its Report which included one major recommendation on small 
scales digital data, "The digitising of OS small scale maps should go ahead, on 
completion of a user survey which should be backed by a commitment to digitise 
swiftly, and should be completed by 1987. The Military Survey, OS and NERC 
should agree to digitise the 1:50 000 scale maps of Great Britain on the basis 
of shared cost and to create a fully structured database. The work could be 
done by OS, MCE or the private sector on contract, as appropriate". (Ref 3 para 
19 page 72) 
The recommendations reiterated some of the OSRC recommendations, but a number of 
problems remained to be overcome: 
- the investigation needed to create a fully structured database would be a 
costly exercise, and would be financed from limited financial and 
manpower resources. 
- it was doubtful that the potential user community could define its 
requirements for a small scale database. 
-there was not a database of this type in existence. which could be used 
immediately as a model for further development . 
It was concluded that there was a real possibility of an expensive failure if a 
1:50 000 database was established. The expense would mainly arise in data 
capture, tied to the need for full cost recovery. With little previous 
practical research available, the real requirement may not have become apparent 
until after the database was set up, making the risk difficult to justify. 
As a result, the recommendations have been taken up in part, but clearly the 
time frame will not be met for digitising the 1:50 000 . In the absence of an OS 
database the Ministry of Defence has embarked on a programme to digitise the 
contours, coastline and inland water from which a DTM will be produced . This 
data will be available to OS. 
3 . SMALL SCALES USER NEEDS STUDIES 
User Needs Study 1984-85 
In 1984 OS conducted a user needs study based on a questionnaire to assess the 
external requirement for small scales digital data. The study was split into 
three interest groups: 
- Government and Large Users (GLU) researched by OS with advice from market 
research consultants. 
- Scientific Users researched by the Thematic Information Services (NERC). 
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Small Users (SU) engaged in business, commerce, education etc, researched 
by consultants. 
OS and NERC attempted to contact all the users and potential users of small 
scale d{gital data in their respective groups, with 198 returns from the GLU 
study and 73 from the Scientific Study. Questionnaires were sent to 1630 Small 
Users on a sample basis and 336 replies were received. 
Results indicated that external users were most interested in data from the 
1:50 000 series and that there was little response suggesting that the 1:250 000 
or 1:625 000 were acceptable. However interest for the 1: 50 000 data was not 
sufficient for the product to ~e commercially viable. The main results are 
tabled at Appendix B. 
1:50 000 User Needs Study- 1985 
To further quantify the level of interest in 1:50 000 digital data and the price 
that potential customers would be prepared to pay, a second questionnaire 
targeted specifically at 1: 50 000 was distributed in March 1985. This covered 
the same GLU and Scientific users from the 1984 Study but not the Small User 
community. 
This second study has shown that there is considerable interest in 1:50 000 data 
with at least 56 organisations claiming that they would pruchase full national 
coverage for some or all data sets, and many more (a total of 157) require 
partial cover. 82 respondents said they needed a digital terrain model. The 
number of potential users and the preference for data sets are tabled at 
Appendix C. 
The study indicated that users would be prepared to pay up to £1000 for all data 
relating to a 40 km x 40 km area and £100 for each individual data set (eg 
water) . This level of user interest and pricing indicate that 1:50 000 digital 
data may be a viable commerical proposition, but only if government support is 
available for initial data capture. 
The questionnaire also canvassed the level of interest in data for a 40 km x 40 
km area for experimentation at an introductory price of £200. A total of 134 
organisations claimed they would buy this data and over 100 said they would buy 
it before 1988 . 
4. CURRENT WORK IN PROGRESS 
The investigatory phase has been in progress over a longer time scale than the 
OS Review Committee recommended in 1979 . The more modest progress reflects the 
greater emphasis placed on large scales digital mapping development since 1978. 
Results from the Sheet 76 experiment, development of the 1:625 000 database and 
liaison with other organisations have indicated that data must be structured to 
model the real world before it can be of genuine value to users. If data ·is 
structured into a database of point, line and area features it is more likely to 
be suitable for a variety of uses - for example a base for Geographical 
Information Systems (GIS), for map production and for derived mapping . 
A number of significant projects are in hand at the moment which will provide 
information on the most appropriate structure for small scales digital 
databases. 
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The Topographic Database Project (1985-87) 
The Topographic Database Project was initiated in early 1985 to report in late 
1987 and is considered of fundamental importance to the future of digital 
mapping at the OS . It embraces all aspects of OS mapping including the small 
scales and two sub-projects have been initiated . 
Although a scale free database may be the ultimate objective, practical 
experience has shown that at present it is impractical. For example the 
difficulty of ensuring that all 1 : 1250 and 1:2500 components of a 1: 50 000 map 
are at the same level of revision at the same time of publication of the small 
scale sheet. Another major short- term problem is the data quantities, involving 
a minimum of 1600 large scale digital maps per 1:50 000 sheet. 
Handling multiple positions and representations requires specialist data 
structures in a single database, and it may be better to have a separate 
database for different scales. Such a database should be capable of handling 
all data in the range 1:50 000 to l : lM . There may be several databases but they 
should all have a common structure and may be managed by the same software. 
Investigations are in hand to produce the most appropriate data structure which 
will suit OS internal requirements and external users. In December 1985 a paper 
proposing a draft data structure was circulated for comment. 
A small scale database demonstrator is being developed by the Database team to 
assess the suitability of the proposed structure . This will be available by 
March 1986. 
Comments from outside organisations and results from the small scale 
demonstrator trials will be used to define the small scale data structure for 
the OS database. 
Assessment of External Digital Data 
In t andem with the Database Project, a project began in November 1985 to assess 
1:50 000 digital data digitised by external organisations . The structure of the 
data, accuracy and content will be assessed with a view to integrating it into a 
form suitable for use by other organisations . 
Agreement has already been reached with MOD for OS to acquire and market contour 
and water data . However, to store and fully utilise this newly acquired data, 
it will be necessary to set up a small scales database system in OS. 
1:50 000 Experimental Block 
Based on the comments on the draft data structure for small scales digital data 
from the Database Project and the investigations of data digitised by external 
sources, OS will digitise a 40 x 40 km 1:50 000 block in the chosen structure. 
This will begin in May 1986 for completion by November 1986 when the data will 
be sold to experimenters at an attractive price. It is then hoped that useful 
feedback will be received to assess the appropriate way forward. 
Evaluation of 1 : 250 000 
OS has identified a requirement for more 
the production of more varied products. 
to look at the condition of the existing 
versatile repmat at 1:250 000 to enable 
A research project has been initiated 
1:250 000 components, its accuracy, the 
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potential market and alternative methods of producing map data. The options 
being considered are to retain the existing repmat, enhance the existing repmat, 
raster scanning for a databank, and a database. If any one of digital options 
prove attractive then a decision may be taken to digitise the existing 1:250 000 
material. Another alternative would be to derive from a 1:50 000 database if it 
existed. 
External University Support 
Other projects are taking place 1n Universities and Polytechnics which involve 
assistance or sponsorship by the OS . These include: 
- Computer handling of OS 1:625 000 digital maps by Dr Visvalingham, 
Dr Kirby and Philip Wade at Hull University. The Cartographic 
Information Systems Research Group has transferred data into a 
hierarchically structured polygon type database. Data will be 
transferred into a relational DBMS and an assessment made on the 
suitability of the OS data for such a database. 
At Birkbeck College Sheet 76 is being restructured using ARC-INFO, and a 
number of analytical procedures are being tested on the restructured 
data. 
-At the Polytechnic of Wales, Tony Cook is investigating name-placement 1n 
automated cartography . 
-Also at the Polytechnic of Wales, a third year computer science student 
is studying the feasibility of using the 1:625 000 data on a BBC Micro. 
- Peter Dale at NELP has recently begun an assessment of the contour data 
set of the 1:625 000 database . 
At Edinburgh University a Geographic Information System 1s being 
developed in the Geoview Project. 
OS has provided 1:625 000 data to Birkbeck College for use 1n the BBC 
Domesday Project. 
5. THE FUTURE 
OS small scales digital policy is dependent on the recognised needs of the user 
community (of which OS itself is a part) . The future will depend on the studies 
already in hand and the questions to be answered include: 
Which scale(s)? 
The 1:625 000 database will meet some internal and external requirements but is 
seen mainly as a preliminary exercise. A choice between the 1:50 000 and 
1:250 000 database is needed as a short to medium term objective . With MOO 
digitising the contour and water data, only roads, urban and rural detail, names 
and woodland areas require digitising to meet user needs for 1:50 000 digital 
data . This work could be completed within 5 years if funds were available. 
I 
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Internal reguirement? 
The internal OS requirement demands a very flexible approach to the use of the 
small scale archive. (Atlas and special map products) based on 1:250 000 and 
1:625 000 graphic material, have been successful. Part of this need might be 
met from the 1:625 000 database but a 1:250 000 database would fulfil most known 
requirements. 
The external requirement? 
The external requirement is still unclear despite 2 user needs studies. 
1:625 000 test data has been supplied to Universities and other organisations 
for comment but a minimal response has been received. This is disappointing and 
tends to weaken the justification for OS pushing forward quickly with a small 
scales digital programme. Meetings such as this IBG conference will go some way 
towards providing that feedback. 
The OS is aware that the longer term use for digital topographic data will be 
for Information Systems. The recommendations of the Committee of Enquiry into 
Handling Geographic Information are likely to be of major relevance. 
The data structure? 
A suitable data structure for small scales has to be finalised . This is now 1n 
hand with a draft specification circulated to potential users for comment. 
Whatever structure Ls chosen it will not suit all users or their systems and it 
will be their responsibility to restructure the data as necessary . 
Transfer formats need to be standardised to improve data transfer at all levels. 
The Committee on National Transfer Standards hopes to report during 1986 . 
Technical problems 
Generalisation techniques which are particularly important for a 1:50 000 
database need further development work to identify viable methods of 
generalising 1:50 000 data to produce smaller scale maps and to meet the 
requirements of wider applications of such data. 
The application of the database for revision of the map graphic is unlikely to 
be worthwhile until accurate but faster plotting systems are available. 
Improvements in resolution of remote sensing data may make it a possible source 
of digital updating. 
Raster and vector methods of data handling and storage have advantages and 
disadvantages, which depend on the application. It may be necessary to use both 
types, with the capability of handling vector and raster data simultaneous ly or 
converting from one to the other. To date the OS has had little experience with 
raster data and trials are in the early stages using raster scanners and 
plotters. 
Who pays? 
Small scales in any form must show at least full cost recovery. For digital 
database capture at any scale this cost would be high and recovery would have to 
be spread over a number of years. 
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Small scales digital data will pose complex problems of copyright. Restrictions 
will be needed on the use of the data for map production by others to safeguard 
OS revenue . At the same time other uses will have to be encouraged, though it 
needs to be recognised that OS will be within its rights to seek Royalty payme nt 
for the reproduction inherent in use of its digital data - indeed such royalty 
payments may have to provide a significant proportion of the return needed to 
justify the high level of investment required by digital products. 
Conclusion 
- The most optimistic conclusion is that once current investigations are 
complete , a recommendation can be made, to set up a national small scales 
topographic database . 
- A small scales database would provide a map production tool for regular map 
series and new products, and external needs for specialist maps. It would 
also provide a source of structured topographic data, to be supplied to 
outside users in a recognised transfer format. 
- The justification for a small scales database at any source scale depends on 
the demands of the user community . Interest in the experimental data that OS 
has already made available at 1:625 000 and its proposals for experimental 
data at 1 : 50 000 will be important indicators on the justification or not for 
investment in small scales digital databases. 
- The major task of most organisations over the years ahead is to decide what 
databases they need, where they are best located, what data should be stored 
in them, and how they should be organised. The amount of data stored will 
increase dramatically, and the way the data is organised will fundamentally 
change to increase its usefulness . OS hope to provide what is required within 
the objectives set by Government . 
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APPENDIX A( I) 
HISTORICAL SUMMARY 1971-1982 
1971 
The early development of digital mapping at the Ordnance Survey accepted the 
idea of separate treatment of small and large scales digital mapping (OS Prof 
Paper No 23) and in 1971 a simple outline of GB was digitised from the 1:625 000 
Routeplanner. However, plans to add all Routeplanner information were abandoned 
in favour of intensive large scale digital development work. 
1976 
Only Ln 1976 was work reactivated as a result of interest from the scientific 
community. 
1977- 1:50 000 Sheet 202 
The water detail for sheet 202 was digitised at 1:50 000 as part of an 
experiment for the Water Data Unit. Subsequently, the remainder of the map 
detail was digitised at a scale of 1:30 000 , to obtain experience of digitising 
and developing a map production system . Editing was found difficult, and the 
project lapsed. 
1978 - Scottish Rural Land Use Information System 
This was a project funded by the Scottish Development Department which was 
intended to investigate the possibility of using a spatially referenced database 
for regional planning in Scotland . Numerous datasets were assembled at 
Edinburgh University covering the Fife Regional Authority . (OS 1:50 000, soil 
boundaries, post codes, tourist information, planning applications and others). 
The experiment was reasonably successful, but the cost of digitising all the 
necessary data was the main obstacle to implementation of a live system for 
Scotland. 
1979-1980 - 1:50 000 Sheet 202 Map Production 
Sheet 202 data was also used to assess the use of digital methods in converting 
from First to Second series. This was again abandoned as plots of the digital 
data were of variable line quality, there were registration problems, and in 
some instances the plots did not meet the specification . This was attributed to 
incorrect digitising techniques and the lack of certain facilities on the Master 
Plotter. 
1980-1982 - 1:50 000 Sheet 76 
Following the recommendations of the OSRC it was decided that OS would continue 
to develop digital 1:50 000 map production techniques where substantial cost 
savings were likely. This was considered justified to effect economies in map 
production but was not looking forward to the need for a small scales database. 
An experiment was initiated to convert Sheet 76 from First to Second Series by 
digital methods and to achieve as near as possible a digital facsimile of the 
existing Second Series. The Sheet was broken down into 10 x 10 km areas and 
enlarged to 1:30 000 for four components- black detail, black names, water 
detail with blue names, and contours. Most of the digitising was done manually 
in stream mode in a similar format to the current large scale data, with no 
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attempt to structure features {to model the real world). Some contour and r1ver 
features were captured using Laserscan FASTRAK. Over the northern half of the 
map ungeneralised ·contours from the 1:10 000 series were used. In rugged 
terrain and land over 300m this turned out to be unsatisfactory. Most of the 
data was filtered, and a considerable amount of time was involved in editing on 
both blind tables and interactive workstations. Vegetation and stipple masks 
were cut manually from digital outlines . Slope and rock symbols were 
transferred from existing conventional repmat. Most text was digitally 
produced, although antiquities symbols and text were stuck down manually. A 
full colour proof of the final map, which closely resembled a second series 
sheet was produced in 1982. 
This experiment concluded that a digital 1:50 000 scale map similar in 
appearance to a conventional 1:50 000 scale map could be produced. Only some 
features like Rights of Way, black outline and water detail could be produced 
more cheaply by digital methods. (Now all Righ ts of Way information is produced 
digitally). 
REFERENCES 
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[4) Small Scale User Needs Study. Ordnance Survey 1984. 
[5) Investigation into Demand for Digital Data f rom 1:50 000 mapp1ng. 
Ordnance Survey- September 1985 . 
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TABLE 1 
Respondents were asked to rank the 5 OS scales 1n order of preference as source 
material for digitising. 
Base = 100% 
Scale 
1 : 10 000 
1:25 000 
1:50 000 
1:250 000 
1:625 000 
% 
198 73 
of respondents making 
GLU Scientific 
71 30 
11 26 
18 30 
4 3 
2 4 
161 
scale t heir first choice 
su 
22 
43 
Note : The GLU study includes, the MOD requirement for 1:50 000 coverage. 
TABLE 2 
Respondents were asked to express a preference for the format and structure of 
map data. 
Base = 100% 
Type of data 
Fully structured 
Feature coded vectors 
Feature coded raster 
198 
GLU 
42 
27 
8 
73 
% of respondents 
Scientific 
46 
38 
7 
There is a clear preference for Fully Structured data. 
161 
su 
38 
24 
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TABLE 3 
GLU respondents were asked 1n what time-scale the data was required. 
Number of users (not %) 
Preferred Source 
Scale 
1:10 000 
1:25 000 
1: 50 000 
1:250 000 
1:625 000 
1983 
20 
7 
7 
2 
1 
Bearing in mind that, at the larger 
their local area of interest, these 
investment on a commercial basis. 
1985-1990 
66 
7 
21 
4 
2 
scales, users 
figures could 
1991-2000 
18 
2 
3 
1 
0 
will only require data 
not be used to justify 
of 
Note: Yet in the meantime organisations continue to digitise piecemeal. Also 
over 30 agencies have expressed an interest in the 1:625 000 data over a 2 year 
period. I nterest is growing at an accelerating rate. 
APPENDIX C(l) 
TABLE 1 
Potential Users 
Category Total Yes No Returned % 
Field No Answer Yes 
GLU . Government Depts 78 22 24 2 29% 
Public Utilities 58 19 16 0 33% 
County Authorities 68 24 21 1 35% 
Met Districts 71 7 38 2 10% 
Pol ice 50 7 22 0 14% 
Health Authorities 25 4 8 0 16% 
Nat Industries 37 3 23 0 8~ 
Others 137 28 37 3 20% 
Scientific Educational 104 39 8 2 38% 
Scientific 27 8 5 0 30% 
Others 5 1 1 1 20% 
TOTAL 660 157 203 10 24% 
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TABLE 2 
Preference for data sets 
Total Number 
% Requiring Data Now 5 yrs 
Roads 79 125 45 58 
Railways 70 110 31 60 
Habitation 82 129 36 67 
Water detail 91 143 50 70 
Contours 77 121 38 60 
Woodland 74 117 28 66 
Boundaries 77 121 40 53 
Rights of Way 49 77 19 35 
Gazetteer 62 98 19 51 
1. Co-ORDINATE SYSTEM 
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DIGITAL 1:50 000 DATA MODEL 
RELEASE 0.1 
D~CEMBER 1985 
by P. Haywood 
1.1 The referencing system is the National Grid (NG). Heights are 
relative to the Newlyn Datum. 
2. ACCURACY AND RESOLUTION 
2.1 The positional accuracy will match that of the 1:50 000 map when 
digitising has been carried out by the OS. When the accuracy may not meet 
this criterion, then the data will include a quality attribute to indicate 
this. 
2.2 The resolution of the co-ordinate system (including height) 1s 1 
metre. 
3. GERERAL l>ATA MODEL 
3.1 The datw is based on a vector model. 
3.2 The data is not spatially divided into "map sheets" or other units . 
There are no edges of discontinuity. 
3.3 The data is structurally divided into contour and planimetric data-
sets. Hence, the intersection of a road and a contour line is not 
considered to be significant but a road/river intersection will be 
identified within the data. 
3.4 The entity types within the model are lines , points, and areas. 
Complex objects which are conglomerates of entities are included within the 
model. 
3.5 The underlying structure of the lines is link and node. 
3.6 A link in its simplest form is the geometric description (co-
ordinates) of a line to which a consistent set of attributes can be applied 
throughout its length. No link is allowed to cross another, even in the 
height dimension. (Certain exceptions to this may be allowed, say in the 
case of powerlines and aerial cableways). Links are forced to end at points 
of intersection, so that they can only meet at their ends. 
3 . 7 The maximum number of co-or dinate pairs in a link is 500. 
3.8 A node exists wher e a link ends. Nodes serve to connect links 
together and may carry special data about the type of connection. They are 
also used to connect links to points. 
3.9 Attributes are applied to links, points, and nodes to create linear 
and point ent1t1es. Entities may use the same geometry, which in effect 
means that multiple feature coding is used. 
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3.10 The higher level objects consist of a number of lesser entities which 
are connected together by virtue of position or some other attribute, 
particularly a name. Objects may in turn be combined to form other objects. 
4. ATTRIBUTES 
4.1 Attributes consist of a feature code, which is normally obligatory, 
and an unlimited number of other codes which convey further information 
about an entity. 
4.2 The feature code defines the category of the entity and is therefore 
unique to entities within that class. 
4.3 Other attributes may be applicable to any category of entity or may be 
restricted to a particular category. 
4.4 All entities carry a date attribute, indicating when that entity was 
created or last changed. 
5. LINEAR ENTITIES 
5.1 A linear entity is a linear feature, such as a section of river or 
boundary. It is described by means of a feature code, with many other 
attributes being possible. It points to the link which describes its 
geometry, and many entities may point to the same link. Thus duality of 
meaning, such as a river which is also a boundary, is recognised whilst the 
geometry is stored only once. 
5.2 Complex linear entities (objects) such as rivers (Thames) or roads 
(A6) are explicitly stored. 
6. POUIT ENTITIES 
6.1 Point entities may exist in isolation or may be associated with nodes. 
A point or a node is given attributes in the same way as a linear entity. 
6.2 A node is coded to describe particular types of linear entity 
junction, such as roundabout or level crossing. 
7. AREA ENTITIES 
7.1 Areas can have two other types of entity associated with them. These 
are boundaries (linear entities) and seeds (point entities). 
7.2 Boundaries have left/right pointers to the appropriate area entities. 
Area entities point directly to their boundaries. 
7.3 Seeds are representative points within an area. The attributes of an 
area are attached to a seed. 
7.4 The boundary of an area may be indeterminate. An approximate boundary 
may be given, or only a seed may be used. In either case, the fact that a 
boundary is indefinite is indicated by means of an attribute. 
7.5 Detached parts of an area object or holes (islands) within the area 
are explicitly recorded. 
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8. ENTITIES ARD THEIR MODELS 
8 . 1 The definition of entities is the same as the 1:50 000 map speci-
fication, unless otherwise stated . 
9. ROADS AND SETTLEMENTS 
9.1 Roads are represented as links between nodes, which occur at any 
junction with other roads, river or rail crossings, and significant points 
such as service areas. Relative levels are used at nodes to indicate that 
roads cross rather than intersect (a bridge for example) . 
9 . 2 One way 
a 11 owed for • 
the direction 
roads and limited access for service areas are specifically 
This is achieved by means of an attribute which is related to 
of a link as implied by the co-ordinate storage. 
9 . 3 Nodes are used to connect settlements to the road network (see 
later) . 
9 . 4 Roads are feature coded as: 
Moto rway 
Trunk 
A Class (other t~an Tr unk) 
B Class 
Unclassified (yellow filled roads on 1:50 000 map) 
Unknown 
9.5 Tracks and the streets 1n urban areas are not included. 
9 . 6 All unclassified roads have a width attribute to indicate whether they 
are > or < 4m . 
9 . 7 The following attributes are applied where applicable: 
Dual Carriageway 
Single Carriageway 
One Way/Both Ways 
Narrow Road With Passing Places 
Eleva ted 
Tunnelled 
Under Construction 
9.8 Nodes in the road network are given point entity status where 
applicable with the following codes: 
Standard Size Roundabout 
Bridge or Culvert 
Level Crossing 
Ford 
Service Area 
9 . 9 At large roundabouts and complex road intersections all the small 
sections of road are included as links and may include many nodes . 
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9.10 Settlements are coded as: 
City 
Town 
Village 
Hamlet 
9.11 It is important to observe the distinction between a settlement and 
its role. as a destination, urban spread or built-up area, and the 
administrative function. 
9.12 Cities, towns, villages and hamlets are all named point objects 
(destinations). The connection with the road network is via a node. For 
larger settlements, this node is at the "centre" from which route distances 
are normally calculated. In the smaller settlements a convenient road 
junction is selected, or where no such junction exists a node is arbitarily 
established in a road. 
9.13 Urban spread is part of the Land Cover Section (later) but is 
described here. It consists of a seed, and a boundary which delimits the 
areas on a 1:50 000 scale map which are filled with buildings and street 
patterns. It is not a named object, and the seed is not related to the road 
network. 
9.14 The administrative function is part of the Administrative Area section 
(later) but is also described here. The names of many settlements are also 
used as District names eg Newcastle Upon Tyne, but this is not always so. 
The administrative area is made up of a seed and a boundary . Where it is 
possible to do so, the administrative area seed and destination point are 
given the same geometry (position), but separate named objects will exist. 
9.15 See the diagram titled "Roads and Settlements". 
10. RAILWAYS 
10.1 Railways are modelled 1n a similar fashion to roads. 
10.2 They are coded as: 
Standard Gauge 
Narrow Gauge 
Unknown 
10.3 Attributes are applied for: 
Multiple Track 
Single Track 
Tunnelled 
On Bridge, Viaduct, or Elevated 
Disused 
Dismantled 
10.4 Nodes are g1ven codes for: 
Level Crossing 
Bridge or Culvert 
Station - Principal 
Station - Open 
Station - Closed 
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11. WATER FEATURES 
11.1 Comprises of linear, point, and area features. The model is based 
upon the principle that water features are normally part of a river system 
which flows to the sea, or exceptionally an inland "sink". The source or 
sources of such systems are identified, their terminus, and the intervening 
flow. See the diagram titled "River Systems". 
11.2 The following linear entities are coded: 
River or Stream 
Canal 
Channel 
Aquaduct 
Conduit 
Drain 
Edge of 
Edge of 
Edge of 
Edge of 
Unknown 
Lake or Reservoir 
Sea (LWM) 
Sea (HWM) 
Sea (LWM & HWM) 
11.3 Attributes are included for: 
Wider than 8 metres (thickened line on 1:50 000 map) 
Narrow (thin line on map) 
Course of stream through lake or estuary 
On Bridge or Viaduct 
11.4 Nodes are given codes for: 
Bridge/Culvert 
Ford 
Waterfall/Rapids 
Spring 
Pot Hole/Cave 
Weir/Sluice 
11.5 Codes are given to area seeds for: 
Lake 
Reservoir 
12. ADMINISTRATIVE AREAS 
12.1 If a boundary is coded as National, then County and District is 
assumed. A County boundary is also assumed to be District. The seaward 
limit of an administrative area is the Low Water Mark, unless there is a 
defined seaward extension to the area. All offshore islands contain a seed 
to link them to their administrative areas. 
12.2 See the Roads and Settlements section for further reference to 
Districts. 
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12.3 Boundaries and seeds are codes for: 
National 
County/Region/Islands Area/London Borough/Metropolitan County 
District or Metropolitan Borough 
National Park/Forest Park 
New Forest 
Unknown 
12.4 Attributes are applied to seeds to indicate if the area boundary LS 
defined or undefined. 
13. HEIGHT 
13.1 Height data consists of contours and spot heights. 
13.2 Contours contain the height value to the nearest 10 metres. 
13.3 Spot heights show the height to 1 metre. 
14. LARD COVER 
14.1 For a description of the Urban entity, see the Roads and Settelements 
section. 
14.2 The following area entities (seeds and boundaries) are coded: 
Woods 
Urban (built-up) 
14.3 Attributes are applied for: 
Coniferous 
Non-Coniferous 
Mixed 
Unknown 
MAJOR SETTLEMENT: 
BOUNDARY 
MINOA SETTLEMENT: 
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Uses of the Ordnance Survey 1 :625000 di~ital d3ta~ase: 
the ~o~esday exoerience . 
Helen ~ounsey . 
Departnent of Geography , 3irl;beck College , Un iversity of L0ndon . 
Paper ~resented at the Conference of the Institute of British Geographers , 
• University of rteading, 9th . January , 1906 . 
1986 ~arY.s the 900th . anniversary of ~iilliam the Conqueror ' s survey of 
Sngland, which , on conpletion , beca~e known as the Do~esday iloo~ . To ~ark 
this event , the 3~C has undertaken a najor project to conbine the latest 
O?tical disk technology with data , te:{t and photographs from a hus e 
variety of sources; the resulting 'Domesday Disl;s ' will present a 
contemporary snapshot of 3ritain in the 1980 ' s . 
This material is to be stored on two video d isks: ' traditional ' video 
disk technology allows for the storase on any one video disk of 108000 
i~ages , or pictures . However , Philips Electronics Ltd. , who are partners 
in the Domesday Project , are ceveloping a modified video d isk player which 
can retrieve data stored in the sound track, and , under control of a 
nicro- computer , can combine data and i nages and display them in an 
a?propriate manner. The 640 ~egabytes of data which can be stored on any 
one video disk, in combination uith 103000 images , provide an enor~ous 
data resource for a wide range of uses by an equally wide range of users . 
The two component disks of the Donesday system are very different in 
both origin and content . The first disk , the Community disk , has been 
dubbed the ' Peoples database ', and consists of information collected by 
schools , community groups and individuals (Atkins , 1985) . Text and 
photographs describing small areas of Britain can be combined Hith 
Ordnance Survey maps at scales of between 1:625000 and 1:10000 to provide I 
a unique representation of how people in the various parts of the United 
Kingdom , the Isle of Man and the Channel Isles see thenselves in 1986 . 
This paper describes the use of the Ordnance Survey 1 : 625000 digital I 
~atabase on the p roject: maps drawn from this da tabase can be found on the 
second of the Donesday disks , the National disk. This disk is essentially 
a very large database of statistics fro~ both Government, and I 
non-governnent sources , text and pictures , accessible prinarilly by a 
thesaurus of keywords (Openshaw et al , in press). The statistics 
themselves can be divided to two groups : a l~rge nunber are I 
cross-tabulations of survey data , usually displayed as tables , graphs or 
pie-charts . The second group consists of spatial data from a ~vide range 
of sources , including the Population Census , Agricultural Census , Census 
of emp loyment etc.: prinarilly the user will choose to map this data . The I 
~reject has not been constrained to the collection of dat a by only ( for 
instance) Loca·l Authority districts: over 30 types of areal unit are used 
ranging from one km. up to ten km. grid square data , and from postcode I 
sectors up to regional health authori ties and economic regions. 
~ !apping systems for spatial data are based on raster graphics. Grid I 
square data , at whatever scale , are easily mapped to the screen , t he user 
~eing able to select his area and topic of interest , and then to control 
class intervals , colours and levels of a gg regation of the data . The sane I 
r aster graphics technique is also used to map data sets which represe~t 
irregualar areal units: raster representations of the boundary files are 
held as extra data sets, and combining the data with t hese , the user can I 
produce choropleth ~aps , again controlling the region of interest , class 
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~ intervals and colours . Further options are provided to interrogate the 
~ap , enquiring of the number represented at any one point , or within a 
selected rudius of that point, for exampl e . 
r 
r 
The video disk technology used by the project alloHs for a 
~icro-generated raster map to be overlaid on top of an analogue base map 
if an appropriate one has been stored as one of the pictures on the disk . 
This facil i ty enables the user to ~a~e more sense of the raster nap he is 
plotting. He may, for instance , ask for a map of total population by grid 
r 
squares for the county of ~ottingharnshi re. The software will retrieve the 
data and display it as s=oloured squares on the screen. However , no place 
na~es or other features are provided , and unless the user knows the area 
well, identification of places nay be a preble~. The solution is to 
r1 overlay the digital ~ap on top of a base map of Nottingha~shire which has 
been recorded previously as an ar.alogue image. Such a map could also ·be 
used by any other user plotting any other data by any other areal unit 
~ within Nottinghamshire {districts, postcode sectors etc) . 
r 
(I 
I 
f 
I· 
(· 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Given that the user is free to select any of the available data for 
any area of the country , the number of background maps is almost infinite! 
A more sensible l imit of 500 background maps was set; how then would these 
maps be produced? 
Initial tests combining underlays of sections from already published 
Ordnance Survey naps with digitally generated overlays were not 
successful, prirnarilly because the colours used in the map combined with 
the colours of the overlay and d i storted the resulting image: a red square 
of the overlay actually varied in colour depending on the colour of the 
map underneath , despite representing areas of the same value. Also there 
was too much detail on the underlying map , much of which became illegible 
when degraded by television. It rapidly became apparent that of Robinsons 
components of graphic design (~obinson et al , 1984) , clarity and 
legibility were of prime importance , and colour should be ignored ! 
Background maps should be ~onochrone images with enough information to 
enhance the dig ital overlay , not too much to confuse - an interesting 
figure-ground problem. 
The creation of 500 very simple maps , many of overlapping areas, would 
be a most tedious exercise of manual cartography , and one of a repetitious 
nature most suited to automated methods especially given the anount of 
initial experimentation required , and the short time scale which dictated 
the speed of p rod uction of the finished products . Thus 3i rl~beck College , 
acting as contractors for this part of the Domesday Project, obtained in 
August 1985 , an early , experimental version of the Ordnance Survey 
1:625000 digital database: what follows describes an application of this 
data to a real world need (a l beit simple ) rather than to research, and our 
conclusions as to its suitability for rapid uap production. 
Use of the database . 
~he OS 1: 625000 digital database for~s a topologica tured 
database which should have been conparatively easy to handle using 
ARC/I~FO , a sophisticated geographical information systen . This GIS, more 
fully described in Green et al (1985) is a combination of a cartographic 
data system for handling point , line and polygon data {rlRC ) and a 
relational database (INFO ) , used to store attributes of the cartographic 
data . Each record in the 1 : 625000 data base could be split; the 
descriptive parts such as the feature serial nu~ber , feature code and 
feature name being held by INFO , and the co - ordinate locational data held 
by ARC . Features and areas could then be selected from the database and 
plotted out using A~CPLOT , t he ARC/INFO plotting package, in a ·style 
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suitable for use as underlay maps on the ~lational disk of the Domesday 
Project . 
For delivery to customers, the OS digital data base is split into 100 
km . squares , of which there are 53 in Britain. Two files for each area 
are provided, dataset 1 which includes the hydrological features (the 
coast, rivers , reservoirs etc .) and administrative area boundaries, and 
dataset 3 , the ' man-made ' topography of roads and urban areas . Dataset 2 , 
the contours , was not available when the work began . Further~ore , as the 
database is derived from the OS 1:625000 Routeplanner maps , which do not 
show railways , these were not included (at the time ) in dataset 3. 
Original tests using published OS ~aps suggested that not all data in the 
~atabase would be needed : specifically only certain fea tures would be 
plotted. A list of features likely to be needed from each dataset uas 
drawn up : essentially this consisted of those feature codes between 10 and 
60 in dataset 1 with feature type 0 ( links) , and , in dataset 3, feature 
cedes 20 through 56 with feature type O, and feature codes 61 through 76 
with feature code 2 (points). A small Fortran program was written to pass 
through the 53 files from each of datasets 1 and 3 , dropping r~cords with 
unwanted feature codes. Selected records were split to two files , a file 
to go into INFO and containing the feature serial number, feature code and 
feature name (if any ), and a file for ~~C of the feature serial number , 
and the locational co-ordinates of either line or point . A number of 
features in each record were ignored , such as the bearings , geometric 
counter and maptype - these not being of any relevance to t his particlar 
application . 
The files for each 100 km . square were loaded into ARC/INFO , where 
they become known as coverages . Loading of the data was a lengthy 
process , taking in the order of 4 man weeks, once the initial tests on 
which features to select were complete. The 106 coverages (one for 
dataset 1 and one for dataset 3 of each of 53 1 00 km . squares) now occupy 
about 33 mbytes . of the Birkbeck Vax 11/750. 
Map production . 
Maps for the National disk were produced at a series of fixed scales: 
essentially these scales are determined by the resolution of the output 
device us ed with the Domesday disks. The area of the BBC micro screen 
which is used for overlay mapping does not extend to the edge of the 
screen; given that data sets in the Domesda y Project are rasterised to 1 
km. resolution, and that it is impossible to represent a 1 km. square by 
less than one \vhole pixel on the screen, the maximum area to be covered by 
any background map on the National disk at 1 km . resolution is 1 60 by 110 
km. Grouping pixels together also gives rise to a larger scale of 80 by 
55 km .; in theory it is possible to use even larger scales but little is 
to be gained by doing this. Conversely , grouping of grid square data to 2 
km . squares allows for background maps covering 320 by 220 km . Although 
this grouping can be taken further , allowing for the production of maps of 
even larger areas, most maps were produced to cover one of the above 
areas . At selected scales of 1 : 750000 , 1: 1.5m . and 1 : 3m., all maps on 
production were 270 mm . by 184 mm .; obviously the scale at which they 
appear to the user depends on the size of the output device. 
At these very smal l scales , the amount of information which could be 
shown was very little, and not even the total amount loaded into each 
coverage . Tests on possible line styles showed that solid black l ines 
only , of a single thickness , could be used: variations in thickness and 
style \vere lost when the maps were overlaid by thematic digital data and 
displayed on a monitor . First maps were drawn of all roads in any 
coverage , together with the coastline , and places with feature codes 61, 
I 
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f 62 and 64 - cities and some towns . lowever , even at t ite largest (00 by 55 
~~.) scale , this proved to be far too ~uch information. ~any experi~ents 
f 
later , it was decided to include at the two largest scales , the coastline 
(feature code 10 in dataset 1) and primary routes and motorways (feature 
codes 20 to 39 in dataset 3) . Fig . 1A shows an example of the primary 
I routes and .motorways for the GLC area : the nap is at a scale of 1 : 750000 and covers 80 ~y 55 km. At the smallest scale (320 by 220 km . ) it proved ?OSsible to include only the coast , and motorways. Figs. 2A and 2J show 
an area of 320 by 220 kn . Although the maps of ootorways only (2A) seems 
I rather sparse , the map of a ll ?rimary routes and rnotorways (2B) is in fact too dense for use as a unde rlay on the National disk . Separate ~a~s for 
the same areas were drawn showing places in dataset 3 with feature code 
61 , cities (Figs . 1B and 2C) . 
I 
I 
Production of the 500 background maps for the National disk could now 
begin . The exact location of each map was determined using a fairly 
simple strategy : each individual area within every one of the 30 or so 
sets of areal units on the disk should fall wholly within a background map 
at the largest possible scale. A small Fortran program was written which, 
given the minimum and maximum eastings and northings for any area , 
selected the coverages needed and using ARCPLOT , generated a background 
~ap at the appropriate scale for this area . Background maps for 
individual counties were generated first: if the county was s~all enough 
to fit a map at 80 by 55 km . then obviously the same map could also be 
used for anything within that county - districts , postcode sectors , 
parliaRentary constituencies etc . If a county was plotted at 160 by 110 
~. , then extra maps would have to be d rawn at 80 by 55 km . for districts : 
these maps in turn could also be used for postcode sectors etc ., wholly 
within those districts. Thus by a process of elimination , all maps could 
be generated: at the time of writing , this is an ongoing process , but it 
is thought that 500 maps will be sufficient to meet the Projects aim of 
providing a map for every area selected by the users of the Domesday disk. 
The exception to t his is where the user defines his own rectangle of grid 
square data , or combination of areal units (a map of two counties for 
instance) . The system will try to select a suitable background map but to 
include the users area it may ~e at a very small scale : the user is always 
free to show data without the use of a background map however . I 
I 
I 
Conclusions . 
When released for use in the Domesday Project , the OS 1 : 625000 digital 
database was still very much in an experimental phase . The Project also 
nade use of the database in a manner probably not originally envisaged by 
the OS . Certainly the Project believes itslef to be the first user 
(outside the OS) of the database for routine map production rather than 
database research . Thus our conclusions are specific for this use only, 
and may not be relevant eithe r to users of the database in its final form, 
or for uses other than what has been described above . 
When combined with ARC/INFO , the database allowed for the production 
of a very large number of maps in a very short time: it was almost 
certainly the only single source of data for the production of such maps . 
(Other databases of coastlines and roads exist , but they would need 
serging together ). Tl1e exercise was speeded up by the availabi l ity of 
~RC/INFO to handle the data : the Project had to write very little 
software , other than that to perform the initial selection of feature 
codes , and to generate the ARCPLOT command files . As the OS has no plans 
to supply any programs to handle the database , the user without access to 
a GIS should be prepared to write his own software for this : given ho\1ever 
that the database is well struc t ured , and in its final form will be well 
documented , this should pose few problems . 
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Ironically , by using ARC/I~lFO , wn1cn requires the data to be held as 
coverages within a GIS , it Qay be that it took longer to load the data a nd 
design the ma~s than it did to croduce them , so s i 1nplc was this 
application. As the project recei~ed an expe rimental version of the 
database , loading the data revealed so~e errors within it, which slowe d 
this process down : several files had two (rathe r than one) ta pe file 
header~ which give information on the dataset and 100 km. square to which 
the file refers . Throughout the data , a number of road and river names 
were in incorrect format , and one record ~as indecipherable . Ho~ever , 
such problems are to be expected in t h e early days of any project , and 
having been identified , can now be corrected for future users . 
A more serious problem for the use of the data within the Domesday 
Project occured with the feature coding of data . It was intended to draw 
some rivers on the background maps . However, all rivers are of feature 
code 20 in dataset 1 , and it is not possible to determine larger from 
snaller ones: mapping every river gave far too much detail so all had to 
be omitted. ~hether this is an overall problem or not depends on the use 
of the data. Far from suggesting that the feature code should be a 
function of volume of flow, and recognising that clas sification is always 
difficult , sane grading of rivers ought to be possible to enable users to 
make selections. A similar problem occured for the Project with places. 
Originally , it was planned that ARCPLOT should select cities (feature code 
61 , dataset 3) and add these to the maps of coast and selected roads. 
However , for three reasons this proved impossible , and cities had to be 
drawn as a separate separation for the same area . The first of these is 
an ARCPLOT , and not an OS problem in that it proved i mpossible to generate 
a style of lettering which would withstand the d e g radation of television . 
Secondly , as fig . 2C shows , t h e Project used the ARC/INFO default of 
positioning town names to the east of their locations, and thus had 
problems of overlapping place names: it is possible to reposition names in 
a coverage in ARC/INFO, but given the third problem , this \las decided 
a gainst . The third problem is one with the database itself: as with 
rivers , the feature code is not fine e nough for this particular use . 
Selection of all cities resulted in far too many (irrespective of overlap 
problems ); it see ms difficult to justify the classification of London and 
~or~sop in the same catego ry! A feature code for 'super-cities' could be 
created to encompass the largest ~etro~olitan a reas in Britain . For the 
Dome sday Project , the s e lection was left to a g raphics designer \lho a dded 
the m by hand to the machine drawn Qaps of roads in a style of lettering 
suitable for television. 
The application d e tailed above may be descri bed as extensive but 
simple: apart from the problem of feature codes, the database me t the 
requirements made of it very well , and map prod uction is well advancedcnly 
a f e w months after recei pt of the data. Given that the data is now loade d 
into AaC/INFO , one would like to make further use of the database , and 
assess its characteristics using the many more sophisticated facilities 
this GIS has to offer. One exercise outstanding is the g e neration of some 
s ummary statistics for the data : it is hoped to calculate the mileage of 
r oa d s and number of place s and airports by 5 km . square , a comparative ly 
easy computation within ARC/ItlFO . Other s mall tasks which would ha ve been 
done given time were the generalisation of the coast on maps at the 1 : 3m. 
scale , the altering of feature codes to e nsure a finer s e lection of citie s 
and rivers, and the repositioning of p lace names to avoid overlap . 
It would be intere sting, after the completion of the mapping exercise, 
to subject the database to more rigorous use : the Project has done no 
topolo~ical checking of the data for instance. Within ARC/INFO , one would 
also l1ke to combine the data with other digital data sets - remote sensing 
'j 
, 
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~ata or other digital boundaries for example . The potential applications 
~f the OS digita l database ~~ithin a sophisticated GIS are nu~erous : it is 
~oped that research can continue into these long after the connection with 
che Domesday Proejct is over . 
r: 
: ,. 
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AN OS GRID-REFERENCE ORIENTATED DATABASE INTERFACE 
Stephen Druitt, BSc, CEng, MICE 
Manager, SIA Edinburgh. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper briefly describes the use of a graphical interface to 
an OS oriented database and will be illustrated by colour slides. 
It concentrates on the "CHIPS Browser", a practical solution to 
a real problem encountered by casual users of computer systems. 
Too much knowledge of both the contents and host environments are 
often required to extract answers to the simplest of queries, and 
whilst the centralised repository "solves" the pre-database 
problem of disaggregate sources, it can intimidate the non-expert 
through its apparent complexity and cryptic command language. 
Such a situation was forseen at the Scottish Office, where the 
Chief Road Engineer's "CHIPS" database ("Computerised Highway 
Information and Planning System") is being made available to the 
Scottish Development Department engineers in their capacity as 
custodians of the Scottish trunk road network. During its brief 
gestation period the microcomputer has come of age, and although 
the underlying philosophy of the mainframe/mini dat.abase is as 
appropriate as ever, the interface to CHIPS and its general modus 
operandi can take advantage of powerful tools available on 
computers that today cost little more than a "dumb" terminal. 
2. THE HIERARCHICAL HIGHWAY DATABASE 
As with computer programming languages, any database system or 
structure will yield anything asked of it, provided of course the 
data exists to service the answer. And as with languages, the 
nature of the problem/data dictates the most appropriate database 
structure to facilitate the most efficient responses to the majority 
of queries. CHIPS contains data related to the trunk road network, 
and data has been historically collected on a "link" or "section" 
basis, i.e., related to sections of road defined by two "nodes". 
A hie~archical dataset based on links was seen as the most 
appropriate structure and although much of the principal data items 
(e.g. accidents) have precise geographical locations, or are 
identified at chainages from the precisely located nodes, knowledge 
of the link numerical identifier is a prerequisite to all subsequent 
data access. So at the top of the hierachy is the link number, and 
the underlying data is held in a tree-like structure, a linear 
linkage following the "branches" and "twigs" through a progression 
of detail. This is a particularly efficient form of storage, although 
data retrievals are costly if they involve accumulations of fine-
level detail from several links. A "relational" database is an 
inefficient user of on-line storage space due to the requirement for 
tables of relationships within the system which cut across the 
structure to produce faster results over a larger area of interest. 
3. . ... I 
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3 . USER INTERFACE PROBLEMS 
The user can ignore these considerations of structure, but only 
at some cost 9 and this places an unacceptable strain on the non-
expert with the result that the mainframe-based centralised 
databqse becomes too intimidating to its target customer . CHI PS 
is currently held at a commercial bureau and although cost-effective 
in its role of data repository and report generator, there is a 
natural user resistance to casual enquiries. This in turn results 
in a lack of ''feeling" for the database which could lead to misuse 
or even no use. Since the data within CHIPS all has a geographical 
horne in terms of an OSGR or a chainage from an OSGR it seemed 
sensible to tackle the interface problem by providing access on a 
basis that all the engineer- users would understand. Users cannot 
be expected to read manuals, or to understand the financial 
implications of asking a complex question of a hierarchical database. 
They should not know in advance the datacodes required for a query 
language, or the link reference numbers upon which everything else 
depends , but they should be expected to be aware of the geographical 
disposition of the data. A typical engineer knows what is required 
and where it is on the ground , but it is not reasonable to expect 
a casual encounter with the database to be preceded by a crash course 
on how to extract the data. 
4 . THE GRAPHICAL INTERFACE 
Engineers at the Scottish Development Department have been familiar 
with the use of microcomputers as "intelligent" terminals since the 
Sirius running the UCSD pSystem was introduced three and a half 
years ago . It was clear that both the software tools and hardware 
were immediately available to experiment with a graphical interface 
to CHIPS, and "The Browser" has been developed to overcome many of 
the objections to the use of the mainframe by devolving the more 
common functions to the Sirius through the use of data subsets to 
deal with certain technical or geographical areas of interest. The 
packaging of the data depends on the structure of the user ' s 
organisation and the capacity of the offline storage medium . We 
are surprised how useful the single-sided floppy - disc Sirius has been, 
to the extent that it is now clear that this relatively "low- tech" 
approach is capable of coping with most circumstances that we expect 
to encounter with the CHIPS database , whereas our initial thoughts 
were to prototype the Browser on the Sirius and then move to a more 
powerful processor and larger disc combination . Potential target 
software/hardware environments are discussed later while the basic 
functions are outlined below . 
5 . ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS OF THE BROWSER 
On booting up the micro, the user is confronted with a map of the 
area, typically an outline of Scotland or the UK with regional 
boundaries and skeletal details to assist orientation. The scale or 
viewport may be changed by zooming in / out or panning; the current 
version of the Browser can display a map of Europe and zoom in to a 
screen window representing ten metres, quite sufficient range for 
anything . Manipulation of the image is achieved by moving a cross-
hair cursor about the screen, and all instructions are displayed in 
a line at the tope of the screen to prompt the user to enter single 
key-stroke commands. Since the Browser is tailor ed to the CHIPS 
database definitions, there are special commands to lock the cursor 
.. . . I 
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onto the nearest highway link, place name etc., or zoom onto a 
particular local authority boundary, OS 1:50000 map number, route, 
link or section within link. The user may direct the cursor to 
a specific link, OSGR position, placename or node, or may simply 
"browse" around with the cursor with automatic feedback of scale 
and current 6-digit OSGR position. 
6. DATA STRUCTURE 
In its simplest form, the Browser does not need its files in any 
particular order or format, although speed of operation and data 
access is greatly improved by making certain relationship tables 
available. For instance, in the case of a highway-inventory 
database, cross referenced ordered link, reverse link, node 
co-ordinate, and route files speed up the variety of available 
approaches to extracting the data. The micro-based CHIPS Browser 
data structure reflects the hierarchical nature of its mainframe 
parent, although in this case the user need not fear the cost of the 
inefficient question. At present there is no ''query language" as 
such; all accesses are pre-programmed and activated by responses 
to the command prompt line. 
7. DATA CONSIDERATIONS 
The basic Browser software tools have been applied in the three 
principle roles of data entry, data vet and data extraction. Large 
scale data entry is best handled by mainframe batch-processing, and 
the CHIPS Browser data entry has been confined to map annotation 
and error correction following a data vet. Data flows between micro 
and mainframe as text, and the micro files are converted to random 
access before being displayed graphically. Specialised Siri~s/Apricot­
based Browsers exist to display and analyse accident, traffic-flow 
and highway maintenance data contained within CHIPS, but there is no 
reason why "flat-file" OS data cannot be displayed to any level of 
detail. Indeed, the CHIPS Browser already does this in the form of 
jurisdiction boundaries and digitised link centrelines, this latter 
data being generated by a Ferranti avionics inertial guidance system 
rather than the more conventional map-tracing AO flatbed tablet. 
(The Ferranti kit gives height readings as well as returning 
exceptionally accurate OSGRs. Database orientation is carried out 
in the field by automated identification of physical market studs set 
into the road- these can now be seen throughout Scotland and Wales.) 
8. DATA VETTING 
The micro-based Browser has proved very useful as a data vet device 
and the first versions were used to track down errors in the database 
which had slipped past the more conventional mainframe-based vetting 
procedures. An example of this concerns accident data originally 
submitted by regional police authorities from data on "Stats 19'' forms 
completed by police officers following every accident involving a 
personal injury. The commonest errors concern the inability of the 
CHIPS preprocessor to allocate links to accidents with seriously 
miscoded OSGR positions, and ninety percent of these can be cleared 
up by the Browser which can quickly reveal the commonest errors of 
eastings/northings transposition or displacement by 1,10,100 Kms etc. 
9 . . . . . I 
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9. HANDLING OS CODED DATA IN GENERAL 
OS coded data not contained within the database may be used to 
enhance user orientation, or be viewed for its own sake without 
reference to a database.at all. The Browser is able to very 
quickly access "random" data by employing the simple trick of 
sorting all points on eastings first. Since the OSGR boundary of the 
current viewport and cursor position is always known, a binary 
search will locate the start and finish positions of data to be 
plotted. Annotation may be added, and this is filed away with a note 
of the entry scale so that placenames and labels can be recalled not 
only by type but at an appropriate level of detail. The size of the 
OS data file has very little effect on the perceived speed of access, 
the limitations being forced by hardware. 
10. BROWSER HOST SOFTWARE/HARDWARE ENVIRONMENT 
The CHIPS Browser is by no means unique, although we have not come 
across such powerful and useful alternatives on "small" microcomputers. 
Indeed, at a recent Eurographics conference an apparently identical 
system was presented although it had been conceived and implemented 
as a non interactive batch-mode operation, consequently emerging with 
questionable functionality. The "Browser principle" should translate 
to almost any host supporting reasonably high resolution graphics 
and on-line mass storage. The CHIPS Browser currently runs under the 
UCSD pSystem on Sirius, Apricot and Pinnacle micros, and a colour 
extension kit based on the IO Research "Pluto" graphics board has 
added a new dimension and opened up the software to microcomputers 
lacking the graphics such as the IBM PC. A Browser derivative also 
runs on DEC vax under VMS, generating pictures through a 9600 baud 
serial connection to Tektronix-emulating colour terminals. A Unix-
based version will emerge in 1986 with an eye on machines from SUN · 
and Whitechapel. 
The author acknowledges the invaluable and constructive role of 
The Chief Road Engineer at the Scottish Development Department in the 
design and implementation of the CHIPS Browser. The software is the 
property of the Scottish Office. 
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THE CODING AND CLASSIFICATION OF DIGITAL MAP DATA 
A Paper for Discussion b~ Dr . P.F.Dale,MA.FRICS 
Dept.of Land Surve~in~ . North East London Polytechnic 
Introduction 
The Ordnance Surve~ have established a Working Part~ which is 
concerned to draft standards for the exchange of digital map 
data. A similar exercise has alread~ been undertaken in the 
United States, in Canada and in Australia with each countr~ 
producing a different solution . Standards for the coding and 
classification of small scale map data , known as OSKA , alread~ 
exist in West German~. The standards that are being developed in 
the United Kin~dom will inevitably have great influence on the 
wa~s in which digital map data are transferred. It is neither 
the intention nor likely that within the foreseeable future such 
standards will dictate the methods whereby records within an 
organisation are held and handled. There is however a need for 
a common language and a common set of definitions so that one 
organisation can translate data into that common format and any 
other or~anisation can then retranslate the data into its own 
s~stem. In time standards rna~ emerge which are acceptible on an 
international basis but that is an ideal which will not be 
achieved for many ~ears to come. 
Some standards have already been established by the computer 
industry in terms of the technology of transfer, whilst others 
such as the Graphic Kernel System (GKS) are still evolving. In 
the context of digital map data, specific problems exist wjth 
regard to transfer formats, to the accuracy and quality of the 
date, to terminology end to the classification and coding of 
data. This paper addresses the latter. 
The Background 
Currentl~ within the Ordnance Survey large scale digital mapping 
programme , the attachment of feature codes by manual means is a 
major item in the cost . . The present system was adopted for 
pragmatic reasons with the generalisation of data particular!~ 
in mind. Though the system works , there are major difficulties 
when it comes to the development of spatial information systems . 
The present classification and coding do not easilY permit the 
extraction of common categories of feature. If data is passed in 
the form of features then the definition of those features, 
their meaning and their categorisation must be standardised. 
A feature is some entity that is of particular interest and is 
not further subdivided. It me~ have an associated set of 
attributes which are definable characteristics of the feature 
an area may be identified by its particular land use or a 
physical object bY the details of its construction. In addition, 
the attributes may have values such as the height of a 
building or the width of a road. Features may be single 
components or may be composites - a 'town' exists in its own 
right but is also a generalisation being the sum of parts such 
as roads and buildings. 
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Cartographically a town may be a point or an area. In reality , 
apart from in a cartographic context . there are very few true 
points other than the centre points of features. Similarly , true 
lines exist only in the case of centre lines , edge lines and 
legal boundaries. Most linear features such as roads , streams or 
pipelines are in practice areas with a marked linear shape. Many 
of the lines that are digitised on a map are in feet boundaries 
between two types of land use, one either side of the line. Such 
lines may also have a structure of their own - for instance as 
a wall or fence and may in addition represent a legal 
boundary. Any classification must be able to distinguish between 
such functions. 
Areas may be classified by their use - for instance the Ordnance 
Survey Working Group on National Transfer Standards has 
suggested agriculture, commerce, communications , education, 
industry, medicine , public service, recreation, religion, 
residence, transport and utility . Some features , such as a Town, 
do not fit easilY into such categories whilst others fit into 
more than one - a convent or a vicarage may be classified either 
under religion or under residence. A ready-made standard for 
land use coding already exists in the National Lend Use 
Classification which was proposed by the Department of the 
Environment in 1975. It has not been accepted nationally, it is 
not fully hierarchical and it does not accomodate many of the 
characteristics which are needed for digital mapping. 
One way to solve the problem of classifing and coding digital 
map data is to compile a list of terms, each with an associated 
number. The Australian Standard 2482 on ' Interchange of Feature 
Coded Digital Date ' adopts this approach. In order to transfer 
data between systems it is merely necessary to look up the codes 
in the list and to attach them to the features. The Canadians 
have gone further by producing a data dictionary which defines 
the terms. Most of the definitions are self evident though some 
are relatively obscure . There is a need for such a dictionary 
for use in the U. K. for not everyone knows the meaning of terms 
such as lynchet or shippen which occasionally appear on maps. 
There is uncertainty as to when a stream becomes a river or 
whether a raised road is one on an embankment or is what is 
generally known as a fly-over. There is no agreement as to what 
constitutes an embankment or when a road is on a fly - over rather 
than on a long bridge. Such terms need defining. A data 
dictionary is needed before the classification and coding of 
digital map date can effectively begin. 
I 
I 
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The Investi~ation 
It is relativelv easv to be critical and destructive of existin~ 
svstems and to identifv problem~. It i~ more difficult to find e 
solution for all cases it is the practical nature of the 
problem that must be overcome. In order to attempt a solution. 
some 900 feature tvpes were identified on topo~raphic maps (see 
Appendix) and each put into a cate~orv and coded. The list 
extended from abattoir and abbev. throu~h letter box and level 
crossing to yard, youth hostel and zoolo~ical ~arden. 
After some experimentation. codes began to appear in the form:-
Abattoir 
or 
or(in dec.) 
or(in Hex.) 
The Principles 
/11000101/10011100/11110111/01000000/ 
/A101/F100/11110111/01000000/ 
/197/156/2U7/64/ 
C59CF740 
The principles upon which the svstem was worked out were as 
follows:-
1. The code should be binary in form so that all features with a 
similar characteristic could be reco~nised with a logical AND or 
OR statement. 
2. The code should consist of four sets of 8 bits so that it 
could be easilv handled on an 8 bit, 16 bit or 32 bit machine. 
No a ttribute values were included as the possibilities were 
infinite. In practice ' such values could be provided as 
additional combinations of 8 bit codes. 
3. Each man - made feature would have up to two land- use 
classifications, one in the first 8 bits and one in the second, 
set to zero if not used. Thus both a convent and a vicarage 
would be classified once as religion and once as residential. A 
line which represents the division between an important building 
and a road would have the first 8 bits identifying the public 
building and the second the road or vice versa. 
4. The derivation of the land utilisation category and code 
should be attainable bv sensible answers to a series of logical 
Questions and should be sympathetic with though not necessarily 
following the National Land Use Classification. 
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5. For ease of understanOing in the development stage, the land 
use category should in~lude a single letter of the alphabet. 
Though .sometimes inappropriate, it should be memorable so that 
continuous reference to the table should not be necessary. Since 
there are 26 letters, 5 bits would be needed to identify the 
letter, leaving a further 3 bits or 8 (decimal) for 
sub- categories. In many cases the full 8 sub - categories would 
not be needed. 
6. The letters identifying land use should be converted into 
binary digits through a look- up table on a logical basis so that 
common categories such as utilities or transport could be 
extracted. In their combination (first 8 bits with second 8 
bits) the higher numbered code would come first. All this would 
be handled by the computer. 
7. The categories used for man-made features would be : -
(Animals) 
AOOO Fish & water creatures 
AlOO Land animals - domestic pets 
A101 
AllO 
Alll 
agricultural 
wild 
unspecified 
(Boats) 
BOOO Waterway transport 
(Church - ecclesiastical) 
COOO Non-worship 
ClOO Worship - Protestant 
ClOl Roman Catholic 
CllO 
Clll 
0000 
Muslim 
Other 
(Defence) Military 
(Education & Research) 
EOOO Research Institutes etc 
ElOO Schools/Colleges - Pre- & Primary 
ElOl 
EllO 
Elll 
(ReFuse) 
FOOO Refuse storage 
FlOO Refuse processing 
(Gas & Oil) 
GOOO Gas 
GlOO Petrol & oil 
Secondary 
Technical/FE 
Higher 
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(Health) 
HOOO Non-residential 
HlOO Hospitals - unspecified 
HlOl 
HllO 
Hlll 
(Electric) 
specialist 
mental 
general 
IOOO Electric - non lighting 
IlOO Electric lighting 
JOOO Recreation - Non entertainment 
JOOl Self ente rtainment 
JOlO Paid e ntertainment 
JOll Mixed 
JlOO Sport 
JlOl 
JllO 
Jlll 
(Kultural) 
KOOO Cultural 
KOOl 
- Individual , non ball 
, ball 
Team , non ball 
Team , ball 
- non arts 
visual arts 
KOlO sound 
KOll mixed 
KlOO Historical - individual memorial 
KlOl group memorial 
KllO structures 
Kill sites 
(Livings) 
LOOO Residential single fami ly 
LlOO Residential multi family 
(Marketing) 
MOOO Trade non food - undesignated 
MOOl service 
MOlO retail 
MOll mixed 
MlOO Food & drink 
MlOl 
MllO 
Mlll 
(INdustry) 
- undesignated 
service 
retail 
mixed 
NOOO Processing/servicing 
NlOO Manufacture - primary 
(Ores & Minerals) 
0000 Non extractive 
0100 Extractive 
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(Public service) 
POOO Administration - unspecified 
POOl local govt. 
POlO regional govt. 
POll 
PlOO 
PlOl 
PllO 
Plll 
QOOO 
national govt. 
Prevention/protection- law 
police 
fire & rescue 
protection 
(free) 
(Roads) 
ROOO Routeways unspecified 
ROOl Footpaths & pedestrian ways 
ROlO Tracks non motor vehicular 
ROll 
RlOO 
RlOl 
RllO 
Rlll 
Bus services 
Parking services 
Secondary & minor roads 
Main roads 
Motorways 
(Storage) 
SOOO Stores 
(Tele-communications) 
TOOO Communications - unspecified 
TOOl radio 
TOlO TV 
TOll 
TlOO 
TllO 
(Up) 
radar 
postal 
telephone 
UOOO Flying - small aircarft 8 misc. 
UOOl 
UOll 
helicopters 
large aircraft 
(Vegetation) 
VOOO Unspecified 
VOOl Shrubs & hedgerows 
VOlO Trees 
VOll Trees and shrubs 
VlOl Flowers 
VllO Vegetables 
Vlll Plants and crops 
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(Water & seWerage) 
WOOO Sewers & drains - unspecified 
woo~ static 
W010 piped 
W011 
W100 
W101 
W110 
W111 
xooo 
open running 
Water - fresh & salt - source 
static 
piped 
open running 
Unspecified 
(RailwaYs) 
YOOO Rail - cable passenger 
Y001 freight 
Y100 
Y101 
Y110 
Y111 
zooo 
2100 
Railways passehger facilities 
I 
narrow guage 
standard track 
standard accessories 
Cartographic features 
Survey features 
8 . The alphabetic values would be converted to binary as 
follows : -
00000 
00001 
Nul category 
Undesignated (X) 
00010 Cartographic features (Z) 
00100 
00101 
00110 
00111 
01000 ' 
01001 
01100 
01101 
01110 
01111 
10000 
10001 
10010 
10011 
10100 
10101 
10110 
10111 
Waterway transport (B) 
Air transport (U) 
Road transport (R) 
Rail transport (Y) 
Minerals (0) 
(free) ( Q) 
Gas/oil (G) 
Sewerage/water (W) 
Radio/telephone (T) 
Electricity (I) 
Manufacturing (N) 
Retail and Trade (M) 
Storage (S) 
Refuse (F) 
Residences (L) 
Defence (D) 
Health (H) 
Public Service & Admin. ( P) 
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11000 Agriculture/animals (A) 
11001 Vegetation (V) 
11100 Ecclesiastical (C) 
11101 Education (E) 
11110 Cultural ( K) 
11111 Recreation & Sport ( J ) 
Thus 
bits, 
all transport systems would have 001 as their first three 
agricultural matters have 110 etcetera. Thus an eight bit 
code of numerical value N would, in decimal mode. be a transport 
feature if ' 32£(N AND 32) ' were TRUE and a railway feature if 
' 54c(N AND 54) ' were TRUE. 
9. The 3rd and 4th groups of 8 bits should relate to the 
attributes of the feature , differentiating between its natural 
qualities and its cartographic. The latter may depend upon the 
scale of capture , the former being intrinsic. 
10. As indicated above, bits 0-15 would concern land use. Bits 
16-31 would be allocated as follows -
BIT 16 
BIT 17,18 
BIT 19 , 20 
BIT 21,22 
BIT 23 
Natural/Landscape 0 
Man made 1 
True point 00 
Centre line 01 
Edge of feature 10 
Full area feature 11 
Recorded as point 00 
Linear feature 01 
Single land parcel 10 
Multi-parcel/area 11 
Planned - proposed 00 
Abandoned . ruined 01 
Boundary fence etc 10 
Full structure 11 
Structure-non bdg 0 
Buildings (inc.part) 1 
BIT 24 , 25 Below ground 00 
At ground level 01 
Over/above ground 10 
Multistory 11 
BIT 26,27 Land- land 00 
Land - fresh water 01 
Land - sea 10 
Water - water 11 
BIT 28-31 Free for up to 16 sub-categories 
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Thus for instance if the values of the 3rd end Uth sets of 8 
bits were M end N r espectively , then for ell buildings 'lc(M and 
1)' would be TRUE and for all features above the ~round ' 128~(N 
AND 128) ' would be TRUE. 
On the basis of the above, all the original man-made features 
were classified end sorted to check for identical codes. BY 
judicious use of t h e BITS 28-31 all could be given a unique 
reference. From the point of view of a land information system. 
classes of data (all road lines including adjacent building 
edges or all buildings including those sections adjoining roads) 
could be extracted from the codes. At the time of going to 
print, further refinements are being investigated and a tree 
structure of questions is being developed so that the codes can 
be derived intelligently . Additional elements such as extra 
items of street furniture are being added and the outlines of a 
data dictionary prepared. There is however a limit to the number 
of categories that can be accomodated without increasing the 
number of bits or bytes in the code. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to provide a short review 
of cartographic projects which have made use of Ordnance 
Survey COS) small-scale digital map data in the Department of 
Y.athematics and Computer Science at the Polytechnic of Wales. 
The fields covered by these projects include generalisation, 
name placement, interactive mapping systems and relational 
data bases. The majority of the investigations have been or 
are being undertaken by final year degree students. Research 
into name placement however is being done at post-graduate 
level, while another post-graduate research project, 
concerned with scale-independent cartographic data base 
design, also makes some limited use of OS data. In 1ddition 
to these studies, there is particular interest in the 
application of logic programming and expert systems to the 
solution of cartographic problems. The remaining sections of 
this paper summarise the various projects within the 
categories of generalisation, interactive map plotting 
systems, relational data bases, and name placement. The l~st 
section deals especially with the use the Prolog logic 
programming language for positioning names. 
LINE GENERALISATION ALGORITHMS AND DATA STRUCTURES 
An initial student project aimed at evaluating the 
relative merits of several line generalisation algorithms, 
using 'local' techniques of angular tolerance, angular and 
distance tolerance, and perpendicular distance tolerance, has 
been followed by implementation of several other algorithms 
such as those of Deveau C1985) and Douglas and Peucker 
<1973). The motivation behind this work has been the 
development of a scale-independent cartographic data base for 
oil exploration. Within this data base, which is still under 
development, line data is organised in a hierarchical 
structure determined by the application of a line 
generalisation algorithm, for which Douglas and Peucker's 
approach has so far proved the most suitable (Jones 1985). 
The structure enabl.es line data to be retrieved to varying 
levels of generalisation without recourse to carrying out 
generalisation at the time of retrieval and without accessing 
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redundant information. This data base work forms the basis of 
a post-graduate re sea r ch project in collaboration with 
British Petr oleum . 
INTERACTIVE PLOTTING PROGRAMS FOR 1:50,000 AND 1:625,000 DATA 
Two small projects intended to provide flexible 
interactive facilities for plotting 1:50,000 and 1:625,000 
data respectively on a VAX computer have been completed. The 
former project c reated a menu-driven interface to the 
Ordnance Survey's D09 program, using the experimental Girvan 
sheet data as input. The 1:625,000 program works directly 
with the OS tranfer format data . Both programs use the GINO-F 
g r aphics package. 
Work is curr ently in progress on the development of 
programs on a BBC microcomputer for displaying 1:625,000 
data. Perhaps the most challenging aspect of this project, 
which is sponsored by the Ordnance Survey, is the fact that 
the program must be able to work with the minimum of disk 
st orage space. Si nce it will be desirable to access data on a 
country-wide scale as well as on a more detailed local scale, 
it is envisaged that in the longer term it will be necessary 
to store the 1:625,000 data in a generalised form. It is 
possible that the pyramidal, hierarchical data st ructure s 
being investigated in the context of the scale-independent 
data base, referred to above, may have some applicabil~ty to 
this project. 
RELATIONAL DATABASES 
There has been considerable interest recently in the 
application of relational data base technology to 
cartographic data <e .g. Haralick and Shapiro 1979, Morehouse 
1985, van Roussel and Fosnight 1985). A project is currently 
being undertaken with the aim of demonstrating some of these 
published strategies for storing polygonal st ru ctured 
1:6 25 ,000 OS map data, using the MIMER relational data base 
mana geme nt system . It is intended to implement typical 
geographical information system queries, such as those 
involving polygon overlay, adjacency and distance 
calculations . 
Work is also underway on the use of the Prolog langua ge 
for encoding and interrogating the spatial relationships 
within cartographic data, again using the 1:625,000 OS data. 
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NAME PLACEMENT AND LOGIC PROGRAMMING 
Research on cartographic name placement, s~onsored by 
SERC and the Ordnance Surv~y, has been in progress since late 
1984. The aim is to ~roduce a system for the automatic 
~lacement of names on the OS 1:625,000 route ~lanner ma~s. 
Much of the work com~leted to date <November 1985> has been 
concerned with the im~lementation and evaluation of 
strategies similar to some of those desribed in publications 
of previous research <such as Yoeli 1972, Hirsch 1982, and 
Freeman and Ahn 1984), though with a strong emphasis on the 
use of raster coded data. A progress report on this side of 
the research is presented by A. C. Cook in another ~aper in 
these ~roceedings. The intention from the beginning of this 
project was to create a knowledge-based system for name 
placement, founded on a combination of 'facts', concerning 
cartographic features and ~re-existing name ~lacements, and 
'rules' describing a set of strategies for finding 
satisfactory name ~ositions for a given set of constraints. 
Preliminary investigations of the use of Prolog for this task 
have ~reduced very promising results. 
An ex~erimental Prolog program for ~oint-referenced name 
~lacement has been implemented by the author. It combines a 
simple vision system, for examining the graphical rna~ data, 
with search and name positioning strategies which take 
advantage of Prolog's built-in backtracking ~echanism, so 
that local placement conflicts can be resolved by adjusting 
previous placements. All map data are represented in a raster 
format. Included in the raster data are feature ~riority 
codes attached to individual pixel locations. These can be 
used for determining the level of protection against being 
over~lotted by names. Rivers for exam~le might have a 
relatively low priority, while towns, and their immediate 
vicinity, may be accorded a high, ceiling value which could 
prevent them from ever being overlapped by inappropriate 
labels. One of the main rules for ~ositioning names includes 
an ordered list of alternative ~ositions adjacent to a given 
reference point. These positions are tested in the order of 
reducing preference until one of them is found to be free 
according to a given level of overla~ tolerance. The 
tolerance is set initially to a very low value in order to 
find any possible position which does not involve overlap 
with adjacent features, but it rises progressively if none of 
the alternative positions is found to be free for a lower 
value of tolerance. The program is initiated by presenting it 
with a list of the names and their associated point locations 
which are to be labelled. It then proceeds to attem~t to 
label each location in turn, giving priority to the preferred 
relative name ~ositions, while avoiding adjacent rna~ 
features. Placement of a name involves updating the database 
so that the name will become visible, and hence be avoided in 
subsequent labelling. If a name cannot be placed, due to 
conflict with adjacent features, or other names, then 
previous placements will be ~regressively amended to occu~y 
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alternative positions until the conflict is resolved. This 
backtracking mechanism might involve very few adjustments, 
but could, in difficult situations, entail checking a large 
number of alternative combinations of name ~lacements. 
Future developments, in the application of logic 
~rogramming to name placement, will include the addition of 
line and area name ~lacement to the point-referenced 
placement program, and the production of a graphical user 
interface. It is anticipated that these developments may 
require integrating the Prolog program with program 
procedures written in other Languages which are more 
appropriate to arithmetic processing. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes LABPOS a FORTRAN77 program which 
will automatically position names on the Ordnance 
Survey Route Planner map. The program was developed 
during the first year of a PhD into name placement. A 
comparison with previous methods is given and some 
ideas being pursued by the author are put forward to 
describe a future Knowledge Based System approach to 
positioning names on a map. 
INTRODCCTION 
Several papers have been produced over the last few years describing 
various computer programs written to automatically position names on a 
map . Imhof (1975) formulates a series of rules about locating names on 
maps, many of which are used by the following authors in their 
automatic name placement systems: Yoeli (1972), Hirsch (1982), Ahn b 
Freeman (1983) and Freeman & Ahn (1984) . The 1984 Ordnance Survey (OS) 
Route Planner (RP) map has a higher cartographic density than most 
maps and consequently has a more relaxed set of rules c ompared with 
the above systems. 
Nevertheless, many simi l arities exist between annotation on different 
types of maps. For example, there are three types of map features 
which are annotated in the following order: areas, points and lines. 
~early all authors agree that area fe a tures should be labelled first 
since on average they have a ve ry small degree o f freedom for 
movement. The reason for this is that although area names have a large 
space to occupy, the letters have to be c onstrained in position so 
that they avoid overlapping unde=lying cartographic features . 
Greggains (1982) though suggests, a s a possible alternative, that 
point symbols c ould equally be labelled first s i n c e their available 
placement area is small and area names can be fitted around them, but 
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also admits that the positioning of all three name types is somewhat 
interdependent. The above authors position line labels last of all 
since these have many available posit~ons along the road sections on 
the maps used. 
LABPOS 
The label positioning program LABPOS written by the author in 
FORTRAN77 is designed as a test-bed for several name placement 
techniques. LABPOS was developed to be used in conjunction with the OS 
RP map which is considerably more crowded than some of the examples 
given in the above papers. Unlike all previous name placement 
approaches. LABPOS makes no distinction between the order of placement 
of point and line labels. This is because the assumption that point 
names have a smaller degree of freedom of movement than line names 
becomes increasingly uncertain as the feature density is increased to 
that of the RP map. 
THE APPROACH 
a) Rasterization 
Many cartographic name placement rules refer to the positioning of a 
name with respect to nearby features. A good example of this is that 
town names can be placed over B roads. but should avoid being placed 
over more important A roads. It is therefore necessary to store 
important map features, which are relevant to name placement rules, in 
a form such that the information can easily be extracted and applied 
when such rules are invoked. Storing map information in rasterized 
form is one means of doing this, as has been demonstrated by Greggains 
(1982) to indicate the type of features present in the form of a pixel 
map. 
In LABPOS a 100 x 100 Km square area of the National Grid is initially 
rasterized into an K x N array, each pixel side being of length 100/N 
km. Greggains suggests a raster resolution of between O.OSmm (finest 
resolution) and l.5mm (typical character size) on a map. The optimum 
value for N found by the author using a trial and error approach is 
between 200 and 700 (0.8 and 0 .2mm at 1:625000). For N below 200, 
there are significantly less potential name positions being found and 
for ~ above 700, the number of extra possible name positions does not 
significantly increase (figure 1). This was to be expected since the 
letters on the RP map are at least lmm high and reliable name 
placement could not take place if the pixel size is greater than the 
height of an average character. 
The higher the value of N, the more reliable the name placement 
process becomes, due to improvements in spatial positioning of 
underlying map features. The tradeoff for larger values of N, is that 
the process becomes more time consuming due to the need to access 
larger quantities of data. 
The array used to store raster information is a four byte integer 
array . Certain types or classes of features are rasterized into 
different bit planes and each plane is given a different weight 
according to its relative cartographic importance. This results in 
motorways being givP.n a much higher priority than B roads since names 
very rarely cross over motorways, but are often allowed to cross over 
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B roads. Up to 32 N x N bit planes may be held in a 4 byte integer 
array, thus allowing a fine degree of feature differentiation of the 
rasterized map. 
Bit planes are particularly useful for preventing names from being 
placed over or too near neighbouring towns. One plane is specially set 
aside for town features and its pixels given a very high priority. 
When testing if a label position is legal, a count is made of any 
pixels belonging to underlying fea tures contained within its 
particular rectangular perimeter and the priorities of any bit plane 
pixels contained within are accumulated. If the accumulated sum of all 
the set bit plane pixels exceeds a specified threshold, then that 
position is forbidden for placing the label in. If the priority of the 
bit plane containing town pixels is set to the threshold value then 
only one town bit plane pixel needs to be counted in order to define 
that label position as forbidden. 
b) Letter size 
Each feature type on the map, which has an associated name, has a 
standard letter size for its feature type. In addition, each 
individual name has an enlargement factor (default of 1.0) which may 
be used to emphasize the importance of an individual feature. For 
example on the OS RP map, t he city GLASGO~ has 3mm high letters where 
as the city of CARDIFF has only 2mm high letters. For cities, towns 
and villages, the enlargement factor appears t o be related to the 
following three factors:-
i) Population. 
ii) Area of built region. 
iii) A convenient label size to fit into the surrounding region. 
All three factors apply to citie s , towns and villages 
factor appears to have been used on road numbers in 
and possibly in other places where the road density 
high. 
c) Selection of features to name 
but the last 
the Isle of Man 
is relatively 
Although town features are only named once, in the OS 1:625000 digital 
database, every single link making up a road is also named. Obviously, 
not every link in a road network should be labelled since this this 
would lead to a very cluttered map, so some method had to be found of 
deciding which links to label. As a preliminary measure, all B road 
names have been omitted, since they often consist of awkward curved 
labels and a~e of r elatively low priority. The solution adopted for 
main roads is to select the longest link in a particular road which 
must also be long enough to contain the length of the road label. This 
criterion is not entirely satisfactory, since sometimes the longest 
link in the road would be rather wiggly or would lie in a crowded 
area, also road names are often repeated at regular intervals. 
Nevertheless the link selection criterion is suitable for the test-bed 
LABPOS program. 
d) Splitting names. 
On the RP map, many to~~ names containing two o~ more words separated 
by spaces or hyphens may be split into two or more lines. This 
splitting of names tends to occur when it is difficult to place the 
name as one long string of characters . Such situations occur in areas 
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of high map feature density whi ch i n turn implies high label density. 
However, it i s very rare to see ~name split more than two limes , 
therefore, for simplicity, the progra m assumes that this does not 
happen. After all the names have been selected for labelling purposes , 
each name is investigated to see if it can b e split. 
The following rules were formulated for deciding if a name should be 
split: 
i) The name contains more than one word, not counting words of less 
than three l etters in length such as 1 St' or 'E'. 
ii) If the above r ule is satisfied, 
greater than eight c haracters long. 
then the name must also be 
Next , a pixel count of overlapped features is made of the potential 
area the label could occupy if it were either split or not split. If 
the split case has a lower proportion of counted pixels than the 
non-split case , then the name is split , otherwise i t remains not 
split . Name spl1tting is decided upon before name placement occurs . 
Ideall y though 1t should take place during the name placement process, 
but this would be difficult to incorporate into LABPOS at thi s present 
stage. Nevertheless, acceptable results have been obtained as can be 
seen by comparing the original map with a LABPOS annotated map in 
figures 2 and 3 . 
e) Name position selection. 
Once a feature has been selected for labelling, whether it be a line 
or point , many available positions for that label may exist and some 
will be more preferable than others. In all cases , a sequence of 16 
relative positions in the vicinity of the named feature is tested. 
This approach to label parameterization is adopted by Hirsch (1980) 
for point labels only and by Gr eggains for labe l s in general . A pixel 
count is kept of al l underlying features c r ossed at each of th<>Se 
potential positions. Each tested position is then weighted according 
to the following r ules:-
i) Label positions with the least amount of overlap with underlying 
cartographic features are preferred. 
ii) If over a spec ified threshold (say 50/.) of the underlying pixels 
are set, then that position is forbidden. 
iii) If a possible label position overlaps a neighbouring town then 
that position is forbidden . 
The ~eighted label positions wh ich are still legal are then stored in 
a list in order of preference . In the case of a very fe~ labels, wi t h 
no valid positions at all, default positions are plac ed into the list . 
f) Overlap detection between labe ls . 
Freeman and Ahn (1984) divide the map into grid cells and use pointers 
to identify po1nts and name labels which fall within eac h grid ce ll. 
Their method of overlap detection for line features firstly examines 
all free space (areas where no underlying car t ographic feat u res are 
present) where the name can be placed, and then ch~cks to see whether 
this free space list is occupied by points or namts already. 
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This author's approach can deal with point and line labels 
simultaneously. Before name placing takes place, a test is made to see 
which labels have the potential t o overlap with each other. This 
method, which makes use of a •ubroutine utilising the Cohen Sutherland 
clipping routine, is used to test for overlaps between neighbouring 
labels, and cuts down on the search t ime needed for detecting overlaps 
later on during name placement. A list of potential overlapping labels 
i s stored with each name record in a data file. 
g) Name placement. 
Initially, 
in its most 
Then a test 
labels. If 
position. 
each name undergoes a testing process whereby it is placed 
preferred position as define d by a set of rules in LABPOS . 
is made to see if there are any overlaps with other 
there is no overlap, then the label can remain in that 
A label which is found to be in overlap with others is tested at each 
of its permissible positions in turn whilst keeping all other labels 
fixed. This continues until either an overlap-free position is found 
or a position of a minimum number of overlaps is detected. At this 
point the label is set to that position and the proc ess is applied to 
a new label. 
The above proc ess is repeated a number of times. If a label has 
undergone the process a certain number of times without successful 
non-overlap placement and the number of times exceeds a specified 
maximum limit, then the program concludes rightly or wrongly that the 
label positioning system has become entangled in an 'endless loop' of 
name placement . The 'endless loop' label is then fixed, for all future 
processes, at its best position for a minimum number of overlap s with 
respect to the other labels. The neighbouring labels which remain i n 
overlap are then forced t o find alternative positions. 
As another aid to forcing labels t o try alternative positions, if a 
label is processed more than LIMIT number of times, where LIMIT is 
less than the specified maximum number of times, t hen instead of 
weighting a trial position according t o the number of labels in 
overlap at that position, the we ight is set to the sum of the number 
of times the overlapping labels have been proces s ed themselves. Th is 
enc ourages labels in continuous conf l i ct to move away from potential 
'endless loop' overlap conf l ict situations. 
\./hen eithe r no ove rlapping labels remain, or no mo re labels in overlap 
can be moved a cco r ding to the definitions above, the program performs 
one fina l c heck o n the best available name positions b e fore w~iting 
out all the labe l positions to an outpu t file. Thi s fina l checking is 
performe d sinc e some labels may have been moved ou t o f the i r most 
preie~ red positions a nd perhaps not mo ved bac k again if the i r most 
preferred pos itions have become free . 
It i s possible that two labels may be placed next to eac h other so 
close together that, although not tec hn ic ally in overlap, they may 
appear to belong to the same feature . Freeman and Ahn, Yoeli, 
Greggains and the aut hor all get round this problem by making each 
label slightly bigger than expected. However on the OS RP map, it was 
found that in the last stages of processing enlarging labe ls minimises 
the c hanc es of finding overlap-free positions . Therefore as the number 
o f proc esses applied to placing a partic ular label increases, the 
extra border space is shrunk to compensate for di f f icult labe ls . 
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Finally before all names and positions are written out to the names 
data file, any split point names are left or right justified according 
to which side of the point they refer to. 
FUTURE WORK 
The program LABPOS works well at positioning point and road names so 
that they relate to the features they belong too, avoid overlapping 
each other and are positioned in regions of free space. Many of the 
rules used in the name placement program have been written in such a 
way as to allow easy access for editing of rules. Since the program is 
for specific use with the OS RP database, it would prove awkward to 
amend the program for use in positioning names on other types of maps. 
However many of the concepts involved, such as feature differentiation 
rasterization, label overlap detection, definition of discrete label 
positions and label weighting in conflict situations, will be utilised 
in the production of a more general name placement system during the 
author's second year of research. 
Research is now taking place into investigating ways of positioning 
names using a knowledge based system written in PROLOG. The PROLOG 
language has been selected since it is straightforward to construct 
descriptive rules with and allows backtracking of decisions to take 
place relatively easily. Human cartographers have the abi~ity to 
backtrack when positioning names on maps since they can reverse a 
decision for the placement of names and try alternatives. The PROLOG 
program must have all the facts presented to it in a way that 
minimises unnecessary computation. Many of the FORTRAN77 routines in 
LABPOS will be utilised to process the map data before passing it 
across to PROLOG. 
Rules used by cartographers to position road names are not easy to 
translate into a computer program since it is very difficult to get a 
program to work the same way that a cartographer thinks. This is 
especially true when the cartographer claims some artistic license is 
involved in name placement. The difficulty in defining such rules make 
the se~ection of suitable road links for naming purposes appear rather 
complicated to implement in FORTRAN77. In the view of the author, th~ 
flexibility of PROLOG in implementing conceptual rules and its ability 
to back track on decisions is analogous to tl\e way cartographers 
think. Thus, PROLOG would seem to be the best approach to tackl1ng 
this road name placement problem on maps of high feature density. 
It is envisaged that an eventual name placement system will be menu 
driven allowing options such as amending or updating existing name 
position files, initiating a complete total name placement over a 
section of the map etc . The FORTRA~77 routines present in suc h a 
system would serve two useful purposes, firstly to provide initial 
des c riptions of name placement areas and secondly to answer specific 
que~ies about any part of the map when ac c essed from the PROLOG 
program. 
Knowledge based sistems require rul e s and the best wav to obtain suc h 
rules is to interview experts in the field. Interviews held with OS 
small scale cartographers at Southampton during the first year of 
research proved useful for learning the OS RP specifications and some 
basic rules were found which have been used in LABPOS. However in the 
case of small scale maps, some rules are not always clearly d e fined 
and much of the information needed to succes~fully position a name is 
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not directly accessible from the OS database. An example of this is 
the n aming of geographical areas at sea where area names are spread 
and/or curve to illustrate the region to which they refer. Mi~imum 
perimeter rectangles and the skeleton technique have been shown to 
work by Ahn and Freeman, but what if the extent of a geographical area 
is not bounded such as the Bristol c hannel or Irish sea? Additional 
imaginary area boundary data is required before successful name 
placement can be fulfilled. 
CO~CLUSION 
Of the various name placement examples given in the papers mentioned 
above, all methods seem to give fairly acceptable results using 
different strategies. Perhaps it will never be possible to program a 
computer to position names in the same way that human cartographers 
do. Indeed, each cartographer probably has a slightly different 
approach to name placement, but the results are nearly always the same 
- a presentable and readable map except for a few minor differences 
due to artistic license. This last assertion may be of some importance 
in automated name placement. 
Some feedback of the final output results is required in order to make 
adjustments to some of the rules in order to optimise the map for 
readability. The sort of rules used in cartography are not precisely 
defined but are rules of thumb laid down from experience. Therefore 
some sort of machine learning system may be required whereby a map is 
labelled, the results assessed, feedback occurs, labelling strategy 
weight~ are changed and another attempt takes place. This process 
would repeat until no significant improvement in the map readabilty 
and presentation was observed. Then it is up to the human cartographer 
to intervene with a quality control test and if necessary as a last 
resort make some manual adjustments. 
Hopefully the name placement system will need the minimum of human 
intervention, but it is envisaged that visual inspection will always 
be required for final quality control . 
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Der~vat~on of H~erarcbjc Area Objects 
from O.S. Feature Coded Vectors 
1. lntrgduction 
Phillip Vade 
Cartographic Information Systems Research Group 
University of Hull, Hull, HU6 7RX 
The work described in ·this paper forms one application of on-going research into 
data structures for topographic data. It was based on the Ordnance Survey <O.S.) 
experimental data base design for small scale data, which considered the cost 
effective capture of data to be one of the most important requirements. The O.S. 
did not regard this data base as final in terms of design nor complete as far as 
the data content was concerned. A systematic search for errors and omissions had 
not been carried out, though these were known to exist. Ve undertook to evaluate 
whether the data base design, based on point and link features, facilitates the 
extraction and manipulation of hierarchically related polygons. 
Our work concentrated on the hierarchically organised administrative areas, 
whose boundaries are contained in the 1:625,000 data. The O.S. data base does 
not provide an explicit description of the boundaries of the areas, nor does it 
give the hierarchical and spatial relationships between them <for example which 
districts belong to a county, or which counties are adjacent to one another). 
Instead, the data consists of lines and points. These have feature codes and 
associated attributes. The areal relationships and boundaries have to be 
computed from this data, firstly by using a set of rules and algorithms 
specified in the documentation for the data, and secondly by performing spatial 
searches. 
The absence of an explicit description of the administrative areas in the 0.8. 
data is a consequence of the underlying philosophy of their data base [1]. It is 
not possible for the 0.8. to represent their data in ways which are ideally 
suited to a wide variety of users. Instead, they have devised a data structure 
which just holds the essential topographic detai ls . This structure enables data 
to be efficiently captured and maintained. However, it a l so means that the data 
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structure cannot support efficient access to most geographic objects. The O.S. 
intention is that their data base should contain sufficient information to allow 
it to be transformed into a new structure which supports individual 
applications. As a result of our work, we confirm that it is possible to 
restructure the data into a form which makes it suitable for the manipulation of 
hierarchically related polygons. 
This paper briefly describes how the geometric details of the administrative 
boundaries were restructured, and then explains how this structure was used to 
identify the hierarchy and spatial relationships of the administrative areas, 
and form their boundaries. Both operations relied on clean data and required 
that we check the integrity of the O.S. data. Further details of the work 
described in this paper can be found in [2) and [3). 
2. Geometric Res tructuring 
As already mentioned, the O.S. data base does not contain an explicit 
description of geographic objects. Instead, it holds the component parts of 
objects, called 'features'. There are twa types of feature held within the O.S. 
small scale data: 
1) link type features, which are lines <described by an ordered list of 
cartesian coordinates) with an associated feature code and possibly further 
attributes; and 
2> point type features, which are positioned by a single coordinate pair and 
have an associated feature code and attributes. 
Feature cades identify the type of object to which the feature belongs. 
Sometimes a feature may describe an object completely, for example a point 
feature which is a town <at a small scale) will also be an object which is a 
town. The extraction of line and area objects from the data base requires the 
chaining together of a series of link features by computer processing. A line 
object, for example a river, is constructed by chaining together links which 
have the code for river as their feature code, and also the name of the required 
river as their common attribute. 
The extraction of area objects is mare complex; the attributes of an area are 
assigned to point type features which lie within the area. These points are 
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known as area-seeds. For each area object there is one area-seed within each 
disjoint part of the area. The construction of an area object begins with the 
retrieval of all its area-seeds. From each area-seed a spatial search takes 
place according to a set of rules to find a node, i.e. a link end point, which 
lies on the boundary of that area. Links are then chained from this starting 
node, according to further rules, to form a complete polygon. This process 
identifies the outer boundary of each disjoint part of the area object. Further 
checks and processing are required to establish whether there are any holes 
within the area, and if so to determine their boundaries. 
For the administrative areas, only one link feature exists for each part of a 
boundary, irrespective of the number of levels of administrative area of which 
the link forms a part. The links are given a feature code which corresponds to 
the highest level of area to whi ch they belong. For example, a link with a 
national feature code is also used as part of a county boundary and part of a 
district boundary. There are also some links which extend out to sea, for 
example where a county has responsibility for the administration of harbours; 
these links obey similar rules but have a separate set of feature codes. 
The first task was to extract the links and area-seeds relating to the 
administrative areas from the remainder of the O.S. data. The links were stored 
in a POLYVRT type structure [4) -this conversion was straightforward, as the 
links for the administrative boundaries do not cross one another and only meet 
at their end points. This stage was only concerned with the geometry, or course, 
of the links; however, the link feature codes and the area-seeds were also 
stored for later use. 
The O.S. data is divided into units of 100 x 100 km. squares, based upon the 
National Grid. These units are referred to as 100 km. libraries. We were 
supplied with four such libraries for our project, which together made a 200 km. 
square centred on Vales. The four libraries were amalgamated into a single data 
basE to ease subsequent process i ng. However, areas along the edge of the 200 km. 
square remained cut and their links remained as dangling lines. Extra links 
which corresponded to the edge of the 200 km. square were therefore inserted 
into the data base so that the boundaries of the incomplete areas became closed. 
The last part of the geometric processing identified the basic spatial units 
whi ch are created by the links. The links divide the plane surface of the map 
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into a set of uncut parts, which we call primitive regions <see figure 1). The 
primitive regions can be used as basic building blocks in area object modelling 
- some of the advantages of this approach will be mentioned later. At this stage 
the boundaries of the primitive regions were formed, and their spatial 
relationships computed by determining the adjacencies between them and their 
nesting within one another. 
Primitive regions, by definition, do not overlap. Where one primitive region is 
totally surrounded by another, tbe inner primitive region forms a hole in the 
outer primitive region. The nesting of primitive regions can be represented by a 
rooted tree; each primitive region is followed in the tree by all other 
primitive regions which are totally surrounded by it but no others. If the root 
of the tree is considered as being a large rectangle which surrounds all the 
other primitive regions, then the l evel of each primitive region is equal to the 
number of other primitive regions that surround it. Figure 2 shows the tree 
which represents the primitive regions of figure 1. 
It was possible to perform some checks on the data whilst processing the 
geometry of the links; for example, whether any link was duplicated in the O.S. 
data, whether any link crossed any other, and whether the end points of links 
which were meant to meet were identical. A small number of minor errors were 
found in the experimental data as supplied. 
The formation of the boundaries of the primitive regions, and the determination 
of their spatial relationships, were not trivial tasks [3]. The data structures 
and algorithms developed for this purpose, and the way in which the primitive 
regions were later used, demonstrate the contribution that the Computer 
Scientist can make to spatial data handling. 
3. Identification of Area Objects 
Our strategy, which concentrates on the spatial units rather than on the li nks , 
allows flexibility in the supply of information about area objects. Area objects 
are considered as attributes of pr i .mitive regions, and so do not come into play 
until the f inal stage. Also, the knowledge of the spatial relationships between 
the primitive regions enables checks to be carried out to ensure that the 
relationships between area objects are consistent. 
Figure 1 
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The attributes of area objects are assigned to point type features known as 
area-seeds in the O.S. data base. The area-seeds carry the name of the area, and 
also have an associated feature code to identify the type of area to which they 
relate. For the administrative areas there are codes for national, county, 
metropolitan county, and district, and also a further set of codes for the 
seaward extensions of the administrative areas. 
The O.S. method extracts the linework of the boundaries of area objects as 
previously explained. This is adequate if it is required to produce a 
description of the area objects in terms of lines, together with left and right 
attributes giving details of the administrative areas on each side. However, in 
our scheme the area objects are considered as attributes of the primitive 
regions, and so the data about area objects has t .a be manipulated into this 
form. By focussing on the spatial unit, rather than the line, it is possible to 
provide a more coherent representation of area objects. For example, the 
representation of the spatial relationships between primitive regions makes it 
unnecessary for repeated spatial searches to establish whether area objects 
contain holes. Our aim, therefore, was to find the name and type of district, 
county, and country of each primitive region. Instead of identifying the 
linework of the area boundaries, the aim was to classify each unit of space. 
Figure 3 illustrates the techniques that were used to name the primitive 
regions. The var ious line s t yles indicate the feature cades that were supplied 
with the links. Firstly each area-seed was allocated to a primitive region, and 
i ts associated attributes <the type of the area-seed and the name of the 
administrative unit) were assigned to the primitive region. The area-seeds were 
allocated to the primitive regions by using point-in-polygon tests to find the 
primitive regions containing the area- seeds . Figure 3.1 has the area-seeds 
marked upon it. 
The next process was to search outwards and inwards from these named primitive 
regions to find neighbouring primitive regions which belong to the same named 
administrative unit. The knowledge of the spatial relationships between the 
primitive regions made this a thorough and efficient process. Each search 
started from a seeded primitive region . If the feature code of a link which 
bounds the primitive region was below the level of the seed, the name was also 
given to the adjoining primitive region if it was still unnamed. The extent of 
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this search was limited by .a link at an equal or higher level than the seed. 
Figure 3.2 illustrates this process. 
Following this there were still some primitive regions which were not named at 
all levels. This arises because: 
1) Some areas, which were cut by the map edge, do not contain area-seeds. This 
type of omission could not be overcome and so these areas could not be named. 
2) Some omissions in the O.S. data were intentional. Islands do not contain 
national area-seeds, and seaward extensions do not contain national and 
sometimes county area-seeds . It was possible to deduce the names in such 
cases from other information. For an island, its nationality was taken from a 
land counterpart whi ch had the same district or county name. If missing, the 
nationality and county of a seaward extension was similarly taken from a land 
counterpart with the same district name. 
There was one further set of unnamed primitive regions which arose from the 
system of identifying each unit of space: those which represent the sea. It was 
possible to name these primitive regions as such by starting from any one 
primitive region whose land/sea status was known and expanding outwards and 
inwards. The land/sea state changes of course every time a l i nk with the 
coastline feature code is crossed. 
The ability to represent the sea permits the addition of further boundaries in 
the sea for cartographic purposes. As a result, the sea cou l d be partitioned 
into additional primitive regions by the user if some primitive regions are to 
be named. For example, a boundary could be added at the mouth of an estuary, and 
the primitive region representing the estuary could be assigned the name of that 
estuary. 
Figure 3.3 shows the naming of the primitive regions after all the above 
processing. There is one primitive region whose county is unknown and t hree 
whose district is unknown due to these areas being truncated by the map edge. 
There is also one on the left edge of the map whose nationality bas not been 
supplied and cannot be deduced. It is known to be land, however, due to the 
wider context made expl i cit by the processing. 
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It was then possible to build the hierarchy of administrative areas within the 
restrictions caused by the lack of data. This involved: 
1> the allocation of districts to counties, and counties to countries; and 
2> the extraction of the boundaries of the areas by aggregating their primitive 
regions and eliminating internal boundaries. 
The area objects do not yet exist as separate entities within the system; 
instead, they are held as attributes of the primitive regions. However, there is 
the knowledge within the system for the extraction of the entire hierarchy of 
area objects in a variety of forms, including the formats required for transfer 
to other systems <such as GI MY$ and SPSS Graphics). 
The use of an intermediate data structure which focussed on the basic spatial 
unit, rather than on the topology of the links, made it possible to partially 
validate the O.S. data, for example: 
1) that each disjoint part of an area contains only one area-seed; 
2) that each area is completely bounded by links with the appropriate feature 
codes; 
3) that the administrative areas form a proper hierarchy; 
4> that the type of each area is appropriate to its status as land or sea; and 
5> that all areas are named, except those on the edge of the map. 
We found just one error, which was that the links which form the northern 
seaward extension of the England/Wales boundary had been feature coded as a 
county seaward extension. This violates the rule that the feature code of a 
boundary should correspond to the highest level in the hierarchy. 
4 . Concl us i on 
The project has demonstrated that it is possibl~ to derive transformatlons of 
the O.S. 1:625,000 experimental data for manipulating hierarchically related 
objects and their polygonal descriptions. 
During our work, we found that it was very easy to retrieve geometric details 
and features frore the O.S. transfer format. For example, the extraction of the 
linework of the coast wou l d simply involve the retrieval of links with the 
appropriate feature code. The programming required is minimal; in fact some te>:~ 
editors are adequate for this purpose. 
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The data base design seems sufficient for the derivation of higher level and 
more complex geographic objects. However this can be quite a difficult process -
many users may not have the time or expertise to cope with the set of rules 
involved. A data re-structuring service would therefore be appreciated by most 
users of data based on this design. 
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SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION 
The discussion centred on the perceived lack of OS commitment to small scale 
data. the slow pace of data availability and the validity of the survey of 
user needs. Not withstanding the fact that the 1:50 000 programme was classed 
in a recent press statement by the Secretary of State for Environment as a 
core activity. OS believed there was a government requirement for full 
recovery of costs. Consequently, OS felt that there would be no justification 
for development if the interest in, and users ability to pay for. the 1:50 000 
data remained as expressed in the user needs study. 
Other organisations with an in- house requirement for data are proceeding with 
the creation of small-scale databases. captured from OS mRps. Professor 
Coppock enqpired about the general availability of the Forestry Commission's 
woodland cover database and other similar databases. All copyright to data 
captured from OS sources belongs to the OS. John Leonard emphasized that OS's 
principal purpose in investigating the coverage, accuracy and structure of 
other's digitised small scale data was to determine what scope there was to 
combine it. thereby enhancing its value to society. Professor Rhind also 
informed the audience that the Mapping and Charting Establishment IMCEl of 
Military Survey was aiming to capture contour data from 100 (1:50 000) map 
sheets by the end of 1986. Roger Moore gathered from discussions between the 
Institute of Hydrology and the MCE that this data could be made generally 
available but that this needed political clearance. 
Peter Dale also felt that the real problems surrounding data availability were 
ultimately political. His own feeling was that there was a massive market but 
that this will only become visible when the data become available. John 
Leonard accepted that Peter Dale's feelings were probably correct but OS 
needed something more than this. to establish that there is a commerciHlly 
viable market for the data, and feedback on detailed technical requirements. 
Such feedback was lacking even when OS did take the plunge Cas with the 
1:625 000 database). Without it, OS could not justify repeating the Large 
Scales experience where criticism had been made subsequently of the chosen 
data structure. Peter Dale agreed the need for steady but cautious progress. 
Professor Rhind believed that. following the bulk purchase of the 1981 
population census data which has been available for four years to a ll academic 
users for research and teaching purposes, some initiative was underway through 
the CVCP and NERC for bulk purchase of the topographic data so that it too 
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could be made available to all universities. However. there was not much 
action on this front as yet and it was possible that the polytechnics may have 
access to OS data before the universities since LEAs could negotiate directly 
with the OS. 
The technical questions were more limited in scope. Roger Moore questioned 
the appropriateness of the relational model. Peter Haywood agreed that the 
relational model does not provide the ideal solution for all users of the 
data and it may be inefficient in some circumstances. However. the preliminary 
OS data model which he had described in his paper represented. in his view. 
the best compromise between network, relational and other models. Professor 
Rhind also felt that a relational model offers flexibility s i nce the same 
data may be viewed in different ways by different parties: for example. some 
may view river data as a net work but ot hers may view it quite differently. 
Professor Rhind asked Tony Cook about the optimum positioning of place names 
since positioning one name may have a 'ripple' effect through those already 
allocated. Clare Hadley , in reply to questions, confirmed that the 7000 or 
so names in the 1:625 000 data had been positioned interactively. rather than 
automatically. on the 1986 Route Planner Map (RPM). Clare had previously 
given a paper on the production of the 1986 RPM at the Digital Cartography 
Group's Workshop at the British Cartographic Society's 1985 Annual Conference. 
Professor Rhind also questioned Chris Jones's efforts to squeeze the 
1:625 000 data onto a BBC floppy disc since current hardware constraints ma y 
soon disappear: Compact Discs (CD ROMs), for example . offer enormous capacity 
for mass storage. However, he agreed that in a time of rapidly changing 
technology, waiting for better hardware may be a recipe for not doing anything. 
Peter Wes ley from the OS invited co- operation from academics; OS could 
identify projects and problems and was willing to provide data and possibly 
funds for projects which support the OS R & D programme. Those who are 
interested should write to: 
Mr. D. Proctor , 
Research and Development Division. 
Ordnance Survey. 
Ramsey Road. 
Maybush. 
SOUTHAMPTON 
S09 4DH 
M. Vi svalingam 
J 
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The CACI Drive-Time Model 
Data Source 
A junction/link representation of the GB road network supplied by 
Distribution Planning Systems of Kiddecminster. 
Objectives 
To provide a consistent and practical method of calculating 
isochrone contours around any location in Great Britain . 
Specific applications include: 
Store catchment area analysis 
Sales territory rationalisation 
Commercial Property Management 
Leisure and tourist centre catchments 
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Background 
Some of the supermarket chains have for some time performed 
catchment area analyses based upon areas of equal drive- time 
around store locations. 
Two methods were available for estimating the position of 
isochrones. The first was for drivers to be sent to measure the 
distance achieved from the store in a fixed time, a procequre 
which is expensive, and which has problems in achieving 
consistency because of a number of parameters which are 
~ssible to control. 
The second method was to perform a manual estimation exercise 
based upon Ordnance Survey Maps. This is a time consuming 
process requiring skilled staff, and may be liable to a certain 
degree of inevitable human error . 
Early in 1984 staff at CACI began to t~alise that computerised 
isochrone generation system may solve many of the problems 
inherent in manual methods. After buying a node/link 
representation of the GB road network, and some months of 
software development , this expectation is now a reality. 
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OUtline 
The drive- time model is based upon the assumption of fixed 
average drive speeds , calculated separately for each of the 15 
classes of road recognized in the Dips database . 
Further delaying factors are introduced based upon the number of 
junctions passed on a route , and upon how many of the roads 
travelled are known to be congested. 
Calibration of the model has been based on personal experience of 
CACI staff , and on previous experience of drive-time estimation 
techniques of staff in the ~tail Services Group. The m::xiel as 
it is currently used corresponds to 'moderately heavy' traffic 
conditions: a second calibration corresponding to 'light ' 
traffic may be produced in the future if there is sufficient 
demand. we do not believe that it is practical to model 
rush- hour conditions, particularly in London. 
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The advantages of automatic drive- time generations 
There are two principal advantages of a computerised system. 
l) Consistency. 
It is guaranteed that any two drive-time calcuations 
have been performed by the same method and 
with identical parameters, and that the results will 
therefore be comparable. 
2) Cost and time savings. 
Drive-time estimation can be performed quickly and 
easily. This has already allowed a number of 
complex analyses to be undertaken which would have 
been impractical by manual methods. 
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ARC/INFO TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO THURROCK LAND-USE SURVEY 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
The computer maps and statistical print- out in the display are the initial 
outputs from a liaison between the Geography Departments of Queen Mary College 
and Birkbeck College (University of London). Funded and supported jointly by 
the E.S . R . C. and Thurrock Borough Council, the research considers the APPLICA-
BILITY OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES TO MINERAL EXTRACTION, 
LAND-RECLAMATION AND WASTE DISPOSAL SCHEMES IN SOUTH-WEST ESSEX (Ph .D. topic). 
The research programme commenced October 1985 and the land- use survey to which 
ARC/INFO is applied, is the means by which economic and social activity and the 
environmental results of such interaction, are spatially evaluated across a 20 
year time span . 
ARC/INFO 
This is a computer software system for managing geographical information in 
vector format, with the capability of handling large, spatial data bases. It 
is a commercially available software package, the product of Environmental 
Systems Research Institute of Redlands, California. It can be used for such 
purposes as land records management, urban and regional land- use planning , 
thematic mapping and for environmental and natural resource management includ-
ing forestry, agriculture, fish and wildlife etc. At Birkbeck College, where 
the system is currently being applied to numerous research programmes including 
a major EEC mapping project, the departmental VAX 11/750 computer is utilised 
along with the CALCOMP 9000 colour digitiser (part of the ARC DIGITISING SYSTEM) . 
Of this dual system: 
ARC - is the tool set which manages map co-ordinate data 
INFO- is a generalised relational DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (DBMS) for manag-
ing map attribute (i.e. thematic) data . 
The GIS functions of ARC/INFO are : 
ANALYSIS FUNCTIONS 
Thematic, Co-
ordinate 
l'bdif ica tion, 
Geanetric 
Selection/ 
Aggregation 
DATA fiiANAG 
FUNCTIONS 
~71'-aw:~~_!::.Qlol'"--~-rl Data Base 
Design 
Processing 
Control 
n. b. - a coverage corresponds to 
one map sheet. 
MAP 
LIBRARY 
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Using ARC/INFO with maps you may AUTOMATE MAPS , CORRECT AUTOMATION ERRORS, 
ADD NEW MAP INFORMATION, CHANGE EXISTING MAP INFORMATION, CHANGE CO-ORDINATE 
SYSTEMS, MERGE ADJACENT MAPS, OVERLAY MAPS TO CREATE NEW MAPS (UP-DATE, 
INTERSECT, UNION) , CREATE A BUFFER OF SPECIFIED WIDTH AROUND CHOSEN GEOGRAPHIC 
FEATURES, ELIMINATE BORDERS BETWEEN FEATURES WITH THE SAME ATTRIBUTES (DISSOLVE), 
GENERALISE MAPS , SELECTIVELY EXTRACT INFORMATION BY ATTRIBUTE (RESELECT) , MODEL 
TO CREATE NEW MAP INFORMATION, DISPLAY MAPS, GENERATE REPORTS OF MAP INFORMATION, 
CONVERT MAPS FROM ARC/INFO FORMAT TO OTHER FORMATS. 
The organisational concept : 
VARIABLES 
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